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Physical therapy student attacked 
By Jeff Selingo 
An Ithaca College student at the IC Physi-
cal Therapy program at the University of 
Rochester was attacked on Jan. 16 by a male 
who may be responsible for an abduction and 
rape of a Rochester woman. 
According to Dave Maley, IC manager of 
public information, the 21-year-old IC stu-
dent was walking near the university's gym 
North 
addresses 
campus 
By Chris Lewis 
Building on an image enhanced by 
controversy, retired Lt. Col. Oliver North 
addressed a full house on Monday night in 
the Emerson Suites. · 
and stadium on Library Road at about 4: 15 
p.m. when an unidentified male approached 
her to ask for directions. The man, later 
identified by the woman as DonnellJeff erson, 
23, of 1117 S. Plymouth Ave., Rochester, 
pushed -her between two parked cars and 
forced her to the ground. The woman began 
to scream and Jefferson ran from the scene. 
Jefferson was charged with harassment, a 
"I know that I've created a lot of contro-
versy. I don't believe that everyQne here 
will agree with what I did or failed to do 
there is .no deubt--·that serious mistakes ---
were.made, and I myself have made many · 
of them," North said. 
Although the title of the speech was 
"Commitment, Trust and Family," North 
made only vague references to those top-
ics, choosing to spend more lime evaluat-
ing his life decisions, encouraging politi-
cal participation and then holding a ques-
tion/answer session. 
North,awareofthetensionhehasstirred 
across the campus, asked the audience to 
cease the initial standing ovation and jeers, 
lest "professor Wilcox get upset." 
Fred Wilcox, an IC writing instructor, 
ledaprotestandteach-inbeforethespeech. 
Northopenedby giving some biographi-
cal background of political events that he 
was involved with during the '80s. He 
supported President Ronald Reagan and 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's role 
in"advancingdemocracy."North<;lefended 
his role in selling arms to the contras by 
saying, "I do not believe that the results 
ever justify the means, but the means were 
honorable. I became a conduit to the 
Nicaraguans, a price for which I've paid 
mightily." 
violation, which is not a fingerprintable or 
photographable crime and usually carries a 
fine, according to Laura Surine, an investiga-
tor with the IC Office of Campus Safety. 
Jefferson was indicted on Jan. 23 on 
charges of second-degree kidnapping and 
first-degree rape, sexual abuse, robbery and 
sodomy, in connection with a separate inci-
dent on Jan. 13, according to the Rochester 
North also said that the men he served 
with in Vietnam and elsewhere are victims 
of a falsified negative portrayal in recent 
war movies. 
Ithacan / Chris Burke 
Oliver North speaks to the campus community on Monday, Jan. 27. 
The retired marine spoke of-his duty as 
a fight against communism and other "na-
tions that fell to a godless philosophy." 
North used this as a spin-off in his repeated 
references to "the Judeo-Christian ethic 
that IS the base ofthis country." 
North urged the audience "to adopt a 
spirit of Nehemiah," an Old Testament 
figure whcf sparked the rebuilding of the 
Jerusalem wall. North used the illustration 
of Nehemiah's "participation" to combat 
the political apathy that he sees among 
Americans today. 
"J -believe the United States, which 
_ stan4sata pinnacle of world power, has to 
make_.~e tough decisions either statism 
or to.go forward," Nonh said. 
Despite his call for democratic activ-
See "North," page 7 
Supporters, protesters 
greet controversial figure 
By Tom Arundel 
Dozens of protesters held up signs and 
bitterly spoke out Monday just before re-
tired Lt Col. Oliver Nonh· delivered his 
speech to the IC community. 
Although no physical outbreaks occurred, 
the protesters released their angry feelings 
towards North's paid appearance at IC in a 
lecture and discussion session at 5:30 p.m. in 
Textor 102. 
After the hour and half long session, a 
media circus joined close to 30 protesters 
stood outside of the Emerson Suites bearing 
signs, one of which said, "Oliver Nonh is·a: 
Traitor-Proven Liar-Murderer-Disgraced 
Our Country." 
Writing Instructor Fred Wilcox, who 
led the protest and teach-in on Jan. 27, 
said, "We're not going to block exits. 
· We're going to do what we do within a 
nOJPviolent, peaceful fashion." 
One supporter of North brushed pro-
tester Alex Hilchuch,andripped a sign out 
of his hand which said, "Ollie Lies. Lib-
erty Dies." Hilchuch screamed at the man 
as he walked away. 
Hilchuch was a accompanied by Kurt 
See "Protest," page: 
Democrat and Chronicle. He is in the Mon-
roe County Jail on $50,000 cash bail and 
$100,000 bond. 
According to Monroe County District 
Attorney, Chuck Siragusa. if Jefferson is 
convicted of the charges he could be sen-
tenced to as much as 20 to 40 years. 
A trial date has not yet been set for 
Jefferson, Siragusa said. 
Campus 
trespasser 
arrested 
By Avi Schaeffer 
Several female students were allegedly 
harassed in their residence halls by a suspi-
cious male who entered their bathrooms, 
showers,and bedrooms. 
James S. Ross, 39, of Williamsville, NY 
was charged with trespassing and burglariz-
ing three residence halls in the lower quads 
area· on Monday, Jan: 27 roughly between 
the hours of 8:30 and 10: 10 a.m., according 
to an Ithaca College press release. 
Three separate incidents were reported 
allegedly involving Ross, acco~ding to the 
press release. A female resident of Clarke 
Hall reported a suspicious man entering her 
hall's bathroom. A resident of Bogart Hall 
awoke to find a man matching the same 
. description standing in her room. Finally, 
Ross is charged with stealing a credit card 
from a Lyon Hall resident, according to the 
press release. 
After the first call was received, all of the 
lower quad area residence halls were 
searched, but Campus Safety officers were 
unable to locate the man, according ~ the 
press release. 
The description of the man provided by 
the fem ale students caused the Office of 
Campus Safety to suspect Ross, who was 
arrested at IC in 1987 for similar offenses in 
the same residence ~alls, according to the 
press release. 
New York State Police Investigators later 
saw Ross driving on Elmira Road and found 
him to be in possession of a stolen license 
plate and marijuana, according to the docu-
ment Ross is currently being held in the 
Tompkins County Jail. 
Ross was charged with two counts of 
criminal trespassing, a class A misdemeanor, 
and one count of burglary in the second 
degree, according to Assistant Director of 
Campus Safety Norman Wall. 
Wall warned students to alert themselves 
to suspicious individuals. "Report out of 
place people immediately. In this case, we 
later found other witnesses [ who saw Ross] 
and never reponed it to us," Wall said. 
"Anything can happen up here that hap-
pens anywhere. Keep doors lockedanddon't 
leave property unattended," Wall said. 
Wall said that students are often nervous 
about calling, but stressed that "we'd rather · 
receive 100 calls and find out that they're 
nothing," than have students not report sus-
picious people 
Fornow, Wall said Campus Safety is not 
considering additional safety measures for 
residence halls. "Students have resisted hav-
ing doors locked 24 hours a day in the past" 
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By Tor Seemann 
Question: 
What did you think of Oliver North's speech? 
Dennis Hamel 
Exercise Science '94 
"I'm glad he came. His 
words were important to 
hear. I learned a lot. " 
' 
- \ 
' 
Scott Perlstein 
Exercise Science '93 
"It was good of him to advo-
cate voting on the '92 election. 
His speech was approriate for 
college students." 
Erik Hajer 
Exploratory '95 
"To have North speak on 
campus was a very contro-
versial decision. Unfortu-
nately, he dodged some 
crucial issues." 
Homophobic incidents 
reported in residence halls 
By Heather Zuzick 
Several incidents of homophobic 
graffiti have been reported cam-
pus-wide according to reports from 
the Office of Public Information. 
According to John Bundy, resi-
dent assistant of the 10th floor of 
the East Tower, in the early part of 
December several Bi-GALA post-
ers were defaced throughout the 
building. 
Rachel Hogancamp, assistant 
complex director of the towers 
residence, said there have been at 
least six incidents that have included 
homophobic graffiti and/or dis-
crimination reported on campus. 
Hogancamp added that six or 
seven 10th floor East Tower resi-
dents, in retaliation to the Bi-GALA 
meeting announcement, printed and 
posted a document publicizing 
heterosexual power on their doors. 
Asaresultoftheretaliatorystate-
ment, Hogancamp said that a ZAP! 
meeting, an informational meeting 
regarding Bi-GALA, was planned 
for the floor. 
Bundy said, "Most of the resi-
dents [in question] have moved. 
There have not been any other inci-
dents [on the 10th floor]. " 
According to Hogancamp, other 
homophobic incidents reported on 
campus include snowballs being 
thrown at the windows of a Terrace 
lounge while a Bi-GALA meeting 
was in progress. 
Dave Maley, manager of public 
infonnation, said "We only know 
about the [incidents] that are re-
ported." --
. ,•· 
·.·.· . 
• Improving 
your time 
management 
By Dr. Rosemary Clake 
We just never have enough 
time. You're late to classes and 
work piles up. There is work yet 
to be completed and you worry 
about how much there's to do and 
it affects your sleep. 
Mismanaging time may have 
some payoffs. It can keep you 
looking busy even while you stay 
disorganized. If you want to get 
essential work done and still have 
time left over to enjuy yourself, 
time management is critical. 
'f' You have 168 hours a week to 
use - no more and no less than 
anyone else. You make choices 
relative to some of your alloted 
time. Some of it is fairly fixed and 
scheduled such as class times, 
work hours, meeting times and 
eating times. However, the rest of 
your hours are more flexible even 
as you need to include relaxation, 
rest, recreation, personal time, re-
lationships and studying. 
T Figure about 3 hours of study 
per credit houroutside of class. A 
three credit course requires about 
9 hours per week. If you have 5 
courses (15 credits) plan about45 
hours (more or less) a week. 
15 hours - class 
45 hours - study 
56 hours - sleep 
14 hours- eat 
10 hours - work 
7 hours - personal affairs 
147 hours of your 168 hour 
total are thus used up, with 21 
hours left for recreation. 
January 30, 1992 
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'Y Time managment starts with 
planning. Keep a time log for a 
week. It'll show how you're ac-
tuallyspendingyourtime. You'll 
see how much is spent studying, 
how much on other activities and 
how much is simply frittered 
away. Using that baseline you 
can make adjustm~nts and be 
more intentional with your time. 
T Use odd hours during the day 
for study - much time gets 
wasted between classes. If you 
get used to using these 1-2 hour 
blocks, you 'II have more time 
later for recreation, leisure 
activites and the unexpected that 
may come along. If something 
like the latter comes up, you can 
do a trade with another block of 
time to make up study time. 
T Study at a regular time and 
place. Plan no more than two 
hoursatatimeforanyonecourse. 
To maintain efficiency, take a 
break and then switch to another 
course. Your ability to concen-
trate diminishes after about two 
hours and then you start to work 
against yourself. 
'Y Control interruptions. Don't 
take phone calls in the midst of 
study. It takes too long to change 
gears and get back to your focus. 
'Y Do your most demanding work 
when you are fresh or during your 
peak time. Save less demanding 
tasks for when you are more tired. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College Coun-
seling Center 
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Cline, a SUNY Cortland English 
professor who. said, "North is an 
outrageous, confessed liar, perjurer 
and traitor to the country, who was 
invited to speak for a fee that could 
easily buy another teacher. I'm not 
against the fact that he is speaking, 
just the amount of money he's be-
ing paid and the subjectof his ta1k ... 
comittment and trust? How ironic 
considering his past." 
Some supporters brought signs 
proclaiming, "Welcome Ollie," 
"Ollie Our Hero," and ·~God Bless 
Ollie. n North-advocate Calvin 
Criss, a carpenter who resides in 
Ithaca, said, "Ollie is a patriot and 
a hero who defended freedom and 
helped the contras ... he was right in 
what he did. n 
Criss became engrossed in a 
heated argument with Shamil, a 
fonner New York City resident who 
blamed North for the influx of co-
caine that has appeared there. 
"Oliver is just here to get publicity, 
hemakesmoremoneyin one show-
ingthan some teachersdoina year ... 
that's why I'm against colleges, 
you call this education?," said 
Shamil. . . . 
Part of Wilcox's organized pre-
speech "teach-in," the lecture and 
discussion· session in Textor was 
entitled "Semper Lie." It included 
speeches by G ii Ott, of Veterans for 
Peace, Rachel Muhammad, of the 
politics department, Linda Finlay, 
of the philosophy department and 
Wilcox. 
Before his speech, Wilcox stated 
that he wanted the audience to know 
thatNorth "isnotaneducator. That 
there is a difference between an 
entertainer and a terrorist. That we 
don't feel people should be re-
warded for drug smuggling, for ly-
ing to congress and for killing 
people in Nicaragua. That there is a 
sense beyond the political." 
"Oliver North doesn't have a 
corner on morality," Wilcox said. 
"His morality is at odds with what 
we believe to be democracy and 
having dignity." 
Although many of the swdents 
attending the lecture knew a lot 
about the subject and were part of 
the protest, others simply wanted 
- -- a"f'lga 
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clear up confusions about North. 
"I don't have much kriowledge 
on the whole subject," Mike 
Mercure, a '95, politics major said. 
"I want to learn both sides of the 
story." Mercure, who planned to 
attend North's speech, said, 
"Hopefully, I'll get a good question 
from being here." 
At the lecture, Wilcox handed 
out a list of questions for students to 
consider when questioning North. 
One of them was, "You lied to 
Congress, subverted the Constitu-
tion, and lied to the American 
people. What do you know about 
trust and commitment and why 
should we believe anything you 
say?" 
Wilcox said that he knows a lot 
aboutNorthandhis actions and that 
the crimes he committed are the 
truth, not Wilcox's opinion. 
"I know a little bit about Ollie 
North and what he thinks about 
trust and commitment," Wilcox 
said. "I want you to know that this 
is not my personal opinion. This is 
on record." 
Gil Ou, aside from being presi-
dent of Veterans for Peace, was an 
infantryman in Vietnam from 1969-
70. Ott said that from his military 
experience, he· knows tha(, "Lieu-
tenant Colonels do not,.cannot act 
with the sweeping, unilateral style 
that Ollie North did." 
However, Ott said that North's 
chief defense," I was only follow-
ing orders," is not legitimate in this 
case because North was not under 
stressful war conditions. 
"Members of the armed forces 
are bound to obey only lawful or-
der," Ott said. "He [North] was not 
being given battlefield orders un-
der battle conditions. 
Rachel Muhammad said that she 
does not understand how North 
could believe that what he did was 
heroic. "Either he needs to get an 
Oscar for his perfonnance or he 
really has a sense of duty that he is 
doing the right thing." 
After hearing planned speakers 
educate about North, members of 
theaudienceinTextor 102criticized 
the decision of the SAB to pay 
North to speak at IC. 
"It is giving a message to this 
man that we support him," said Fay 
Gougakis, an Ithaca resident. 
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Gougakis said that the irion·ey'SAB 
gave North to ~peak, which some 
estimated at $10,000, should be 
· left in the town of Ithaca for vari-
ous social causes. 
One student said that paying 
someone to speak legitimates them 
and that he did not feel North is 
legitimate. Another member of the 
audience said that he was upset that 
SAB never asked him, as a regular 
student, whether or not he wanted 
North to speak. 
However, not everyone agreed 
with the teach-in. 
Wilcox responded to them with, 
"I never said that he should not be 
allowed to speak. What I said was 
that he should be able to speak for 
free." 
Another IC senior said that, even 
though he is against'North's paid 
appearance,hedidn'tlike Wilcox's 
list of questions. 
"I find this list of questions that 
you've prepared to be condescend-
ing. This makes me feel like the 
students are puppets," the student 
said. 
Chris Lewis contributed to this 
story. 
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Officials react to suspected computer breach 
By Jim Fenno 
A possible abuse of the college's 
computerized student infonnation 
system has college officials reaf-
firming the need to train student 
employees who deal with confi-
dential material. 
Provost Thomas C. Longin said 
he was alerted to the possibility that 
a college employee, possibly a 
student, misused the OASIS com-
puter system, which stores students' 
personal and academic records. 
Longin said that while there has 
been no formal complaint from 
anyone, there was an allegation that 
an employee misused confidential 
material about a student, and that it 
was gained through the OASIS stu-
dent information system. 
Longin said he found out about 
the incident at a Faculty Council 
meeting, but would not reveal the 
names of faculty that provided that 
information. 
According to Longin, some stu-
dent employees have viewer access 
to the files of other students, but 
that "action access," the ability to 
alter those files, is limited to a small 
number of people in the-Office of 
the Bursar and the Office of the 
Registrar. --
"What concerns faculty are three 
issues," Longin said. "First, they 
want ID know, if this incident was 
"In the JO years that we 
have had the system, 
this is the first problem 
we have encountered. 
That's a pretty good 
track record." 
-John D. Stanton, registrar 
true, whether the system was se-
cured. They want to confirm that 
only those people who need access 
to information have it, and finally, 
that employees understand the 
meaning of confidentiality." 
Responding to the incident, 
Registrar John D. Stanton sent a 
memo to tlte47 offices across cam-
pus that use the OASIS systef!l, 
recommending that employees m 
those offices read and sign a confi-
dentiality policy sheet and attend 
recently re-implemented OASIS 
training sessions. 
"Some [employees] may forget 
the sensitivity of information con-
tained in the system," Stanton said. 
According to the Dec. 3 Faculty 
Council Meeting minutes, a ques-
tionnaire was sent to 28 offices 
with student employees who use 
OASIS, asking the level and nature 
of student access. 
The recommendations were 
based on information returned in 
the questionnaires, · Longin said 
They suggest th_at new student em~ 
ployees ~ required to attend one Of 
the sessions. 
Stanton said that the policy of 
each office is decided by the indi-
vidual managers, some of whom 
already require new student em-
ployees togo through some training 
"I think m~st of the offices ... wili 
be responsive to our suggestions " 
he said. ' 
"In the 10 years that we have had 
the system, this is the' first problem 
wehaveencountered. That'sapretty 
good track record," Stanton said 
"Hopefully,inthenextl0years w~ 
will only have one problem." ' 
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Life in 
London 
London Calling is a new 
feature which will chronicle 
life at the Ithaca College 
London Center. 
By Jaclyn Donati 
Learning about a new culture 
while talcing classes for college 
creditis the main benefitoflthaca 
College's London Center and 95 
IC students are taking advantage 
ofiL 
''This group seems to be really 
into the experience. There is a 
real energy here," according to 
Michael McGreevey, assistant 
director for student affairs at the 
London Center. "People who take 
advantage of this program are 
one step ahead of other students 
in getting an international per-
spective in their major." 
McGreevey said there are a 
wide range of activities planned 
for the students at the satellite 
campus, ranging from an essay 
and photo contest to a visit with 
President James J. Whalen. A 
lecture series highlighting a vari-
ety of areas of study will also be 
incorporated into the celebration. 
People should come over ex-
pecting a different lifestyle, 
McGreevey said. Students have 
to adjust to a number of things 
including a different monetary 
system, new fashions and differ-
ent customs such as driving on 
the left side of the road. 
Cory Angerthal '93, said that 
London reminds him of New 
York City and Washington, D.C. 
wrapped up in one. "It's got the 
. -·. / 
government buildings and his-
tory like D.C. and all the tourist 
attractions like New York." 
According to Rachel Cole '93, 
"Technology is a few years be-
hind. Things are not as easy and 
convenient as in the U.S." 
Other students first impres-
sions take a more positive out-
look on the new culture. "British 
people are so patient with for-
eigners. I don't feel as if anyone 
has taken advantage of me as an 
American student," Christine 
Palopoli '93 said. 
Students have the freedom to 
travel to any country they can 
afford. "I plan on travelling to 
Switzerland and Austria and then 
to Dublin for spring break." 
Brigid Kuehn '95, said. 
McGreevey said that the 
London Canter's small staff of 
five tries to offer the services and 
operations of a university. "We 
also try to organize programs 
that will enhance the student's 
experience," he said. 
The London Center coordi-
nates five trips during the semes-
ter: Cambridge,Stratford-Upon-
A von, Bath, Dublin and Paris. 
At the end of the semester, the 
center is offering a nine-day study 
tour of Florence, Italy, as well. 
.. By the end of the semester," 
McGreevey said "I hope students 
first get to know themselves bet-
ter. I hope they leave here a dif-
ferent person." 
Jaclyn Donati is a student at the 
Ithaca College London Center. 
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Fair helps undecided 
students to pick a major 
By Liz De Rose 
Help is on the way for students 
who have yet to choose a major. 
On Tuesday, Feb. 4, the Office 
of Career Planning and the Dean's 
Office of the School of Humanities 
and Sciences are sponsoring a Ma-
jors Fair in the Emerson Suites from 
noon to 2 p.m. 
The Majors Fair is designed for 
students who don't know what to 
major in, for students interested in 
changing their majors and for stu-
dents interested in adding a minor. 
"I think this is a great program 
for students who are unsure what to 
major in or what to do with a ma-
jor," Gary Littlepage, career coun-
selor said. 
There will be tables set up for 
each of the schools, except for the 
School of Music. Professors and 
"/ think this is a great 
program/or students 
who are unsure what to 
major in or what to do 
with a major." 
-Gary Littlepage, 
career counselor 
students representing almost every 
major offered at IC will be at the 
various tables,answering questions 
and offering information about 
majors, minors and concentrations. 
The Office of Career .Planning 
and Placement will be represented 
as well, and will be demonstrating 
the Discovery computer program 
--~hich can answer questions such 
as "What can I do with a major 
in ... ?" and "Where can I go to 
graduate school?" 
The Exploratory Center, located 
in room Muller, Room 218, will be 
represented by professors and ex-
ploratory peer advisors to answer 
questions about choosing a major. 
Exploratory students are not the 
only ones who can benefit from this 
fair. Infonnation will be available 
for juniors and seniors about re-
sume writing and career placement. 
"This fair provides a forum for 
students who have several majors in 
mind, for students who want to 
change their major or for students 
who aren't sure what they can do 
with a major in sociology, for ex-
ample. It provides all the informa-
tion in one place atone time, instead 
of having to go from department to 
department searching out informa-
tion," Kathy Lucas, administrative 
assistant, said. 
Two appointed to development positions 
By Alyse Spitzer 
Two positions in the Ithaca Col-
lege Office of Resource Develop-
ment have recently been appointed 
to Lisa L. Romano, the assistant for 
volunteer relations, and Joshua H. 
Bond, the assistant director for re-
gional activities. 
After receiving her bachelor of 
arts degree in mass communication 
from St. Bonaventure University, 
Romano joined the development 
office, where she coordinated re-
gional capital campaigns and 
worked closely with reunion classes 
and alumni volunteers. She raised 
approximately $20,000 at her pre-
vious position. 
At IC, Romano will manage the 
stewardshipof named scholarships, 
train and -staff volunteer groups, 
and assist in the coordination of 
special projects associated with the 
College's centennial. 
One of Romano's goals is to set 
up a class-agent system where each 
class solicits money in order to 
help the centennial fund raisers. 
Romano is encouraging more 
volunteers to participate. "It would 
give me a better chance to meet 
students," Romano said. 
Bond, formerly the assistant di-
rector of annual giving at SUNY 
Binghamton, will serve as liaison 
between IC and the college's re-
gional alumni club coordinators. 
He will also help to administer the 
Ithaca College Parents Fund, and 
he will assist the executive director 
of development with centennial 
programs. 
SONY Binghamton is Bond's 
alma mater. He has a bachelor of 
arts in literature and rhetoric. 
"This was an ideal place for me 
to come," Bond said. "I believe that 
if you 're going to do a good job you 
have to believe in the school." 
Jonathan K. Flint, executive di-
rector of development says things 
are going very well. · 
While both Romano and Bond 
have only been hereapproximately 
two months, Flint says, "it's re-
markable the amount of progress 
in such a short time." 
Pasta with 21 different sauces ... ~ranco's 
New York Style Pizza ... ~ranco's 
LC. students 
order elicious 
subs from hving' s. 
Italian Dinners ... ~ranco's 
. . I 
Wings ... _rranco s 
Subs ... _rranco 's 
TO GO! We specialize in garlic, gourmet, 
and white pizzas! 
Deliveries--We deliver every menu item! 
Sunday thru Thursday Noon till 1:30am 
Friday and Saturday Noon til~ 2:00am 
,Fr-ee Piz.z.a Delivery To:: 
Cornell 
ithaca College 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
1 
/ 41arge~bs '\ ff 272-IRVS{4,a7) 
(ony cold subs from Irving s menu) i 
/ 2 doz. wingS \ ~l~~~t lrviqg's 
<order mild, ~$ed,. or,hot> 95 ~ GOO cleli 
deUvered, only * :x09 S. Cayuga • Ithaca, NY 
· · -'~ IRVING DILIVERS 'TIL 1 A.M. 
L.-. _____ -, .-:.~ .. ~--~---~-~":""--;:-_ ~--~--~-:--=.:-'.'."":'-- ::"":-- MC & VISA welcome ·• Free delivery w / $5 order 
. " . 
TAN;fuac 
SON TfiN CENTER 
® Get an Early Start on Your ~, Spring Break! r-,' y,-• Come Tan With Us ! --. 
* Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
6 Sessions $38 · 6 Sessions $45 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F 8AM - 9PM 272-5598 
Sat 8AM - 5PM · . . 
Sun 8AM ~ 3PM 609 w. Clanton St . 
. ~~pire_s 218!92 
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THE END IS NEAR 
for 
~ 
... to get their pictures in the 
1992 Cayugan! 
SIGNUPS for seniors who haven't 
had their pictures taken, or who 
neea retakes· will be 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Feb. 3-7 
in the Campus Center Lobby. 
DON'T MISS THIS LAST CHANCE TO SIGN UP FOR YEARBOOK PORTRAITS! 
Sittings will be Feb. 10-14 in the Park Building. Questions? Call The Cayugan office, 274-1102. 
an OU ••• 
7:30 p.m., Thursday, Jan. 30 
Park School Auditorium 
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North----
continued from page 1 
ism, North said to the students in atten-
dance," There is no doubt that my generation 
has left you with concern. The future is yours 
and you are the future, but we as educators 
have not encouraged you. You are going to 
inherit the legacy of mine [generation] there 
is no greater gift you can give us but to get 
involved." North said that less than one-half 
of the population will vote for the president 
in November. 
North closed his talk by saying, "We are 
all here to change the future for good, not as 
helpless creatures but as sons and daughters 
of Adam, here to glorify the one who made 
us." 
North took both adoration andresenunent 
in stride throughout the question/answer pe-
riod, which comprised of over half of the 90 
minute presentation. 
Lines formed behind the three micro-
phones that SAB had set up across the audi-
torium. 
The first student, Rand Otten '94, said, 
"Despite the opposition you see, my friends 
and I here are all for you." 
North responded to many audience 
member's questions by supporting the 
American businessman. He said that the gov-
ernment must stop imposing regulations and 
give the industry a boost to become competi-
tive in the world market. 
He praised free enterprise by dramatizing 
the fall of the Soviet Union's economy and 
pointing to personal experience as CEO of 
his own Virginia-based protective equipment 
company, Guardian Technologies Interna-
tional. 
"We'vejustaboutbrokenthebackofU.S. 
enterprise with government policy [referring 
in particular to a comparison of health care in 
the United States and Canada]. We have the 
most productive work force in the world, but 
need better business leaders. We're in a glo-
bal economy, this country cannot exist as an 
island unto itself any longer," North said. 
After being asked by a student for advice 
CITY 
~ ../" __ 
concerning America's future leaders, North 
called the nation's capital a "gridlock," argu-
ing that "Washington should be more than a 
retirement home for politicians," again en-
couraging the listeners to vote. 
In rebuttal to North's cry of "declining 
participation," several students blan:ied gov-
ernment figures such as North for causing 
"us to lose faith in the leadership of the 
country." · 
When questioned by a student about 
"which group of people in the audience he 
preferred," North said he most appreciated 
~'those pecple in the middle." North was 
referring to individuals who were not for or 
against him, but those who choose to ques-
tion the issues, "because these are the type of 
future leaders we need." 
Several _heated accusations from students 
faced North, including misleading the public . 
and manipulating his position into one that 
the public couldn't control. ' 
"I let my pride get in the way. Not telling 
the truth t9 Congress was the wrong thing to 
do. If you get to the age of 48 and have 
stopped learning, you 're dead," North said. 
North attempted to justify his mistakes by 
saying he knows not the "ten suggestions but 
me Ten Commandments. The toughest deci-
sions in life are not between right and wrong 
but bad and worse." · 
IC writing professor Fred Wilcox, orga-
nizer of a protest teach-in, said moments 
before the speech, "North should be allowed 
to come and speak, but he should not be paid, 
well, maybe a $100 honorary amount Pay-
ing him a large sum of money sends the 
message to students that if you lie, cheat and 
support drug dealers and terrorists, then you 
will be rewarded." 
In closing, North thankedJennifer 
Cooley'92 and Norris Scott '93, chainnan of 
SAB, "for having the courage to invite me 
here." 
Cooley , chairwoman of the Student Ac-
tiviti"es Board's speaker committee and 
host of the event, said, "'I was happy with how 
things turned out and I'm glad that every-
body had the opportunity to learn some-
thing." 
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FREE Trial Workout! 
r -~- Professional Dance Floor • Nautilus • Stairmasters • Lifecycles 
i • Step Aerobics • Treadmills • Sauna • Private Showers • Jacuzzi 
! • Sunbed 
qver 1500 a/Ji!iated Heal!_~ _G_~u~~ nati~nwide! 
We Stress .. S-tudent Relief. 
Ask about our s~udent rates 
SAVE $10-WITH GREENBACKS 
We Accept VISA, Mastercard and American Express. 
Work Out With the Best! Exercise.at City Health Club! 
402. W~ Green St • 273-8300_ · 
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.Bo-mb Shelter loses 
license, closes down 
By Christa Anoll 
Facing charges of selling alcohol to mi-
nors and being the focal point oflocal police 
attention, The Bomb Shelter lost its liquor 
license for a minimum of two years, Richard 
Chemela, a spokesman from the State Liquor 
Authority, said 
According to Chemela, The Bomb 
Shelter's liquor license was revoked Jan. 17 
as a result of charges leveled starting in 
March 1990, when he received a letter from 
the Ithaca City Police Department document-
ing 86 incidents. These incidents included 
serving minors, patrons urinating outside in 
view of neighbors and lack of noise control, 
Police Chief Harlin McEwen said. 
The Bomb Shelter was charged with be-
ing the object of police attention in June 
1990. The Bomb Shelter's owner, Richard 
Smith was unavailable for comment. 
...._ Ithacan/ Chris Burke 
Protesters demonstrate outside Emerson Suites during the visit of retired Lt. 
Col. Oliver North. 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
~ 
., 
-DATE AT EIGHT 
How to get what you want but not 
more than you bargained for! 
A performace program about communication and 
sexual decision 1naking. 
Muller Chapel 
Wednesday, February 5, 1992 
8:00 PM 
Spm,.,"r,·d hy the ltha," Col/,•g,· Rape 1:·t111ce11io11 Commillt't' 
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The use of 
harmful 
·aerosol cans 
By Diane MacEachern 
Q. Even though they no longer 
contain chlorofluorocarbons, do 
aerosol cans still pose a hazard to 
the environment? 
A. For the most part, yes. 
In 1978, chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs) were banned for use in 
most American aerosol products 
because they were found to be 
destroying the ozone layer. 
But 2.5 billion aerosol cans--
which use highly pressured gases 
to expel their con~nts in mist, 
foam or cream form--are made in 
the United States each year. 
Because they're· a composite 
container--the body is made from 
thin sheets of steel welded together 
with lead, while the "head" is made 
from plastic--they're impossible 
to recycle in most communities. 
And the gas used as a propellant 
can be flammable and toxic. 
Aerosols may contain ingredi-
ents harmful to health. Some 
aerosols spray a fine mist that can 
be easily inhaled, then absorbed 
into the bloodstream. Many of the 
gases used as propellants are hy-
drocarbons. 
Released outdoors, hydrocar-
bons react with sunlight and other 
chemicals to form smog. 
If you must buy a product with 
a spray applicator, select a spray 
container with a manual pump 
instead of an aerosol can. 
Indoors, use aerosols in a well-
ventilated room. Because they can 
explode, never puncture, inciner-
ate, or put them in compactors. 
Tips 
for 
Planet 
Earth 
Q. Can you recommend a ''natu-
ral'' disinfectant? 
A. Most homes don't require 
weekly use of commercial disin-
fectants to remain sanitary. 
Regular cleaning of floors, 
counters, sinks and other surfaces 
should suffice. 
If occasionally you need 
something stronger, mix 1-2 cup 
of borax in a gallon of hot water, 
and then scrub with a sponge. The 
leftover liquid can be stored and 
used later, but it is toxic if swal-
lowed or inhaled, so make sure 
youkeepitoutofchildren'sreach. 
If someone in your house gets 
a contagious disease and your 
physician recommends the use of 
a commercial disinfectant, choose 
a product that does not come in an 
aerosol can. Highly flammable, 
pine oil contains fewer toxic in-
gredients than disinfectants that 
contain cresol orothercompounds 
derived from petroleum. 
When applying commercial 
disinfectants, keep rooms well 
ventilated--you may want to wear 
goggles or a surgical-type mask 
over your nose and mouth. Store 
them away from flame and heat, 
and keep them out of reach of 
children. And treat leftover disin-
fectants like any other hazardous 
waste: Close containers tightly and 
store in a safe place until you can 
deliver them to a waste facility. 
Diane MacEachern wrote the best 
seller, "Save Our Planet: 750 
Everyday Ways You Can Help 
Clean Up the Earth." 
'Wisiom of tfie .f2Lges 
Psychic Fair Februarv 7-9 
Ithaca Econo Lodge 
Cayuga Mall, N. Triphammer Rd. 
Readers/ Vendors/ Free Lectures 
Fri/Sat - 11 a.m.- 9p.m. - Sun - Noon-8p.m. 
For Info 589-4751 
Bring this ad for discount 
~ SAM'SWINE&SPIRITS ~ 
~ Open Mon -Wed until 9pm ~ 
Thur - Sat until 10pm 
• Foreign & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
• Low prices on a variety of liquors 
126 S. Cayuga St. "next to The Ritz" 272-_4_78_4_----1 
The Valentine that lasts. 
eANDMAl 
~'TrR~CfHOti5 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals_ 
108 Dryden Rd. • Collegetown 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
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Campus Safety. Lo·g · 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with any information re-
garding these entries is encouraged to 
contact the Office of Campus Safety. 
Unless otherwise specified, all re-
ported incidents remain under investi-
gation. 
Friday, January 17-
Thursday, January 23, 1992 
Friday, January 17 
'f' Officers assisted the Tompkins County 
Sheriffs Department for a report of an 
injured deer on East King Road near Rt. 
96B. 
'f' Officers investigated a two-car prop-
erty damage accident in J-Lot. 
Saturday, January 18 
'f' The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Williams Hall for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to a 
smoke detector activated by dust from 
cleaning. 
'f' Officers investigated a two-car prop-
erty damage accident on Rt. 96B at the 
College entrance. 
'f' A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of approximately $500 worth of 
stereo equipment from the student's 
Garden apartment. Student reported 
that sometime between Dec. 23, 1991, 
andJan. 18, unknown persons entered 
the apartment and removed a Pioneer 
receiver, tape player, and compact disc 
player. 
'f' Three students were referred for ju-
dicial action for the use and possession 
of marijuana in a campus residence hall. 
Sunday, January 19 
'f' A resident of Terrace 9 reported the 
theftofawhiteGAPshirtanda trashcan 
from the resident's room. The date of the 
theft has not been determined. 
'f' Officers responded to the Hill Center 
for a report of a person suffering a sei-
zure. Bangs Ambulance transported the 
person to the Tompkins Community 
Hospital for treatment. 
Mondav, January 20 
'f' A student filed a complaint regarding 
a motor vehicle accident in a College 
parking lot. The student's vehicle was 
moving through F-Lot when it was struck 
by a red vehicle operated by a white 
female. The second vehicle fled the 
scene. 
'f' A resident of the 2nd floor of the West 
Tower reported that $400 in cash was 
taken from the resident's room some-
time between Jan.19 and Jan. 20. Com-
plainant believes the theft occurred dur-
ing a floor party, when the resident's 
room was unsecured and unattended. 
Tuesday, January 21 
'f' A student was referred for judicial 
action for the possession of drug para-
phernalia and for the use of drugs in a 
campus residence hall. The student 
was also referred for possessing an al-
tered driver's license and for having a 
pellet pistol in a residence hall room. 
'f' A staff member reported the theft of 
keys that were left unattended in the 
Phillips Hall elevator. Theft occurred 
sometime between 11 :30 a.m. and noon 
Jan. 21. 
'f' A complaint was filed regarding a 
suspicious looking bomb device outside 
Garden Apartment 28. The device was 
determined to be a toy resembling dy-
namite and a timer. The owner of the 
property was identified and referred for 
judicial action. 
'f' The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Tallcott Hall for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to 
be a smoke detector activated by burned 
popcorn in the second floor kitchen area 
Wednesday, January 22 
'f' The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Holmes Hall for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to 
be an activated smoke detector. No 
cause for the activation was found. 
'f' A Hudson Heights resident filed a 
complaint regarding the attempted bur-
glary of the resident's apartment. Resi-
dent stated the door casing and Jock 
mechanism on the balcony door to the 
resident's apartment were damaged 
sometime over the semester break. No 
entry was gained. 
'f' A complaint was filed regarding a 
suspicious person on the 11th floor of 
the East Tower. Residents reported that 
on two separate occasions - Jan. 20 at 
about 1 p.m. and Jan. 22 at about 11 
p.m. -a black female was observed at-
tempting to enter and had entered resi-
dents' rooms without knocking. Female 
is described as being approximately 5· 
7" with a light build and light skin. She 
was wearing a blue coat and purple 
.Plaid pants, and her hair in a pony tail. 
Thursday, January 23 
'f' A staff member filed a complaint re-
garding the staff member's vehicle be-
ing entered while parked in the Campus 
Safety/Physical Plant parking lot. The 
staff member reported that the contents 
ofthevehicle's glovecompartmentwere 
disturbed sometime between 10 p.m. 
Jan. 22 a.nd 1 :54 a.m. Jan. 23. No theft 
occurred. 
'f' A staff member filed a complaint re-
garding the theft of a voltage meter from 
Room 22A in Dillingham Center. The 
staff member reported that a Micronta 
LED digital multi-meter was taken from 
the room sometime between Dec. 15, 
1991, and this date. The value of the 
meter has been estimated at $50. 
'f' A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's wallet containing 
$65 in cash, a credit card, and personal 
papers. The wallet was stolen from the 
student's unattended jacket in the 
Gannett Center. 
Safety Tip: 
Students are encouraged to report 
any suspicious person or incident im-
mediately to the Office of Campus Safety 
at 274-3333. 
Report strangers who loiter in and 
around campus residence halls or who 
loiter in public areas for long periods of 
time. 
You've Gotta See 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
January 30 
H & S students interested in apply-
ing for the Business Minor can 
now pick up applications in the H & 
S Advising Office (Muller 210); 
applications due by March 6 
The Department of Physical 
Therapy invites applicants for trans-
fer; internal application is neces-
sary and is available at the Physical 
Therapy Office.Smiddy 333A; ap-
plications due March 2 
Students interested in becoming 
volunteer counselors to inmates in 
the Tompkins County Jail should 
call Cynthia Overstreet, Volunteer 
Coordinator, at 272-7885 for infor-
mation 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing the Image: Archival 
Photographs from Conservatory 
to College" until Feb. 28 in Gannett 
Center, 9 am.-5 p.m. weekdays, 9 
a.m.- 9 p.m. Thursdays, 10 a.m.-2 
p.m. Saturdays 
Park School of Communications 
presents "Quarters" by Pat Rob-
erts, Park School Photography Gal-
lery 
Greek Life Committee meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
Friday, 
January 31 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing and Image: Archi-
val Photographs from Conser-
vatory to College," Gannett Cen-
ter 
Park School of Communications 
presents "Quartets" by Pat Rob-
erts, Park School Photography 
Gallery 
Last day to ADD/DROP seemester 
courses 
Last day to register for Spring se-
mester 
Career Planning and Placement 
worshop on "Resume Writing," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, I p.m. 
Student AffairsandCampusLife 
Computer Technology meeting, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 2 
p.m. 
Senior Class happy hour 
(Reykjavik, Iceland), Pub/Coffee-
house, 4-7 p.m. 
SAB Films presents "The Fisher 
King," Textor 102, 6 and 9 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat service, Chapel 
Sanctuary, 6 p.m. 
9 a.m. Hillel Shabbat dinner, Terrace 
ResidentialLifeProfessionalStafT Dining Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Developmental meeting, Campus SAB Karaoke dance party, Pub/ 
Center South Meeting Room, 10 Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. 
a.m. 
Interfaith Religious Council medi-
tation, Chapel Sanctuary, noon 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar"Resume Writing," Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
noon 
Residential Life RA Recruitment 
and Selection meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room, noon. 
AMA Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
noon 
Orientation Information sessions, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 12:05 p.rn. 
African Latino Society party, 
Egbert Dining Hall, 10 p.m. 
SAB Films presents the midnight 
movie "Time Bandits," Textor 
102 
Saturday, 
February 1 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing l.Image: Archival 
Photographs rrom Conservatory 
to College," Gannett Center 
Graduate Record Examinations, 
Campus Center Emerson Suites, 8 
a.m. 
Campus Center training, Cam-
pus Center Clark Lounge, 10 a.m. 
Students Against Violence 
Against Women organizational 
meeting, Friends 307, 12:05 p.m. School of Music junior piano re-
Orientation Steering Committee cital by Kun young Kim, Ford Hall 
meeting, Campus Center South Auditorium, 4 p.m. 
Meeting Room, 1:15 p.m. SAB Films presents "The Fisher 
Judicial Affairs Conduct Review King," Textor 102, 6 and 9 p.m. 
Board, Campus Center Conference 
Room,5p.m. 
Residential Life information ses-
sion for RA candidates, Campus 
CenterKlingensteinLounge, 7p.m. 
Dayspring meeting, Campus Cen-
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p.m., in 
the yearbook office, Landon Hall 
basement (west end of building). 
New staff members welcome. 
Interfaith Council and Diversity 
Awareness Committee present 
"David Powers: What is Islam?" 
Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 7:30p.m. 
International Club meeting, Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 8 
p.m. 
Faculty violin and viola recital by 
Linda Case and Debra Moore, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
DancesforUniversalPeace, Cam-
pus Center Clark Lounge, 7:30-
9:30 p.m. 
SAB & Kuumba Repertory The-
atre presents" Apollo Night" fea-
turing Brad Lowery ,Campus Cen-
ter Emerson Suites, 8 p.m. 
SAB Films presents the midnight 
movie "Time Bandits," Textor 
102 
Sunday, 
February 2 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing Image: Archival 
Photographs from Conservatory 
to College," Handwerker Gallery 
Campus Center training, Cam-
pus Center Clark Lounge, 10 a.m. 
Catholic Community mass, 
Chapel, 10:15 a.m. and I and 9 
p.m. 
Protestant Community service, 
Chapel Sanctuary, 11 :30 a.m. 
Hillel Board meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room, noon 
Admissions Office high school 
visit, Campus Center North Meet-
ing Room, 1 p.m. 
SAB Films presents "The Fisher 
King," Textor 102, 2 p.m. 
SAB Films presents "City Slick-
ers," Textor 102, 6 and 9 p.m. 
Bi-GALA weekly meeting, Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
6:30-8:30 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon meeting, Terrace 
12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Monday, 
February 3 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing the Image: Archi-
val Photographs from Conser-
vatory to College, Gannett Center 
erts, Park School Photography Gal-
lery 
Student Affairs Directors' meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 9-11 a.m. 
Humanities and Sciences Chairs 
meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, 11 a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
presents "Majors Fair," Campus 
Center Emerson Suites, 11 a .. m.-2 
p.m. 
Residential Life Staff Input 
Board, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room, noon 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar "Senior Services," Cam-, 
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
noon 
Biblical Viewpoint bible study 
group, Friends 207, 12:10 p.m·. 
SAB Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 12:15 p.m. 
Student Affairs and Campus Life 
Black History Month meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
Park School of Communications 2 p.m. 
presents "Quartets" by Pat Rob- . 
t P k S h I Ph t h Centenmal Cookbook Sales and er s, ar c oo o ograp y · Pr t· C ·tt . Galle omo 10n omm1 ee meeung, 
ry Campus Center DeMotte Room, 3-
C omm encemen t Committee 4 p.m. 
North Meeting Room, 3 p.m. 
Ca~eer Planning and Placement 
seminar "How ·.t,o Find a Job," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,4p.m. 
London Center information pro-
gram. Campus Center North Meet-
ing Room, 5:15 p.m. 
Hillel musical review, Muller 
Chapel, 6 p.m. 
Second Century Symposium Se-
ries I: "US Competitiveness in a 
Changing Global Economy" by 
Bryan Cassidy, Campus Center 
Emerson Suites, 7 p.m. 
Overeaters Anonymous support 
group meeting, Muller Chapel 
Phillips Roo_m, 7 p.m. 
PRSSA meeting, Park 285, 7 p.m. 
Orientation information sessions 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 7p.m. 
Physical Education Club meet-
ing, Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, Textor 103, 7:30 p.m. 
Residential Hall Association meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,8p.m. 
Muller Chapel Theatre Group re-
hearsal for spring musical, Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, 8-10 p.m. 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte Campus Center Executive Staff Rape Education Committee pre-
Room, 2 p.m. meeting, Campus Center Confer- sen ts." Date at Eight," Muller 
e Ce Roo 3 30 Chapel, 8 p.m. Career Planning and Placement 
seminar. "Resume Writing," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,3p.m. 
Enrollment Planning meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
3p.m. 
All-College Graduate Commit-
tee meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, 3 p.m. 
African Latino Society meeting 
on Black History Month, Campus 
Center Clark Lounge, 7 p.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 7 p.m. 
Parish Council meeting, Chapel 
Laub Room, 8 p.m. 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society meeting, Campus Center, 
8p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts meeting, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 8 
p.m. 
African Latino Society speaker, 
Campus Center Emerson Suites, 8 
p.m. 
Guest voice recital by Margot 
Hansen-Israels, Ford Hall Audito-
riwn, 8:15 p.m. 
Zeitgeist meeting, Friends 202, 
8:15 p.m. 
Oracle Society meeting, Friends 
209, 8:30 p.m. 
ICAAF meeting, Park 279, 8:30 
p.m. 
Tuesday, 
February 4 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing the Image: Archi-
val Photographs from Conser-
vatory to College," Gannett Cen-
ter 
Park School of Communication 
presents "Quartets" by Pat Rob-
n m, : p.m. 
London Center information pro-
gram, Campus Center South Meet-
ing Room,-5 p.m. 
H & S Curriculum Committee 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ meet-
ing, Campus Center North Meeting 
~oom, 7p.m. 
Faculty Council meeting, Campus 
Center South Meeting Room, 7 :30 
p.m. 
Master voice class by Maargot 
Hansen-Israels, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 8:15 p.m. 
Student Government Association 
Congress meeting, Campus Center 
North Meeting Room, 8:15 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
February 5 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing the Image: Archival 
Photographs from Conservatory 
to College," Gannett Center 
Park School of Communication 
presents "Quartets" by Pat Rob-
erts, Park School Photography Gal-
lery 
Campus Center and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 10 a.m. 
Financial Aid Staff meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room, 10:30 
am. 
Professional Development Com-
mittee meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
Assistant Deans' meeting, Campus 
Center DeMotte Room, 2 p.m. 
Campus Center Staff meeting 
Campus Center Conference Room: 
3p.m. 
Campus Center and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
t J 1 
Health Management Association 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room, 8: 15 p.m. 
Ithaca College Republicans meet-
ing, Friends 203, 8:30 p.m. 
Tompkins County Alliance for 
Peace in th~ Middle East meets 
Wednesdays at the Presbyterian 
Church. For more information, con-
tact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
Recruiting 
Announcements 
Contact the Office of Career Planning 
and Placement for more information 
about these items. The office is located 
in the Gannett Center, phone 27 4-3365. 
Resumes due Jan. 31: 
Abbott Laboratories sales rep-
resentative; science, biology, and 
related majors encouraged; 3.0GPA 
or above 
General Investment Develop-
ment marketing representative; all 
majors; interviewing on campus 
Feb.13 
Pitney Bowes associate sales 
representative; marketing majors 
encouraged; interviewing on cam-
pus Feb. 18 · 
Com doc sales representative; all 
majors; interviewing on campus 
Feb.28 
Resumes due Feb. 3: 
Sheila Nussbaum Gallery art 
consultant; liberal arts majors en-
couraged · 
Macy's northeast merchandis-
ing trainee; all majors 
Filene's Basement area man-
ager; all majors; interviewing on 
campus Feb. 17 
_ Resumes due Feb. 5: 
Phillip's Academy teaching ~el-
lowship; all major~; interviewing 
on campus Feb. 12 
--·---- ------------ -----
- - ... - .J 
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OPINION 
North's truth 
hard to believe 
' 
Oliver Nonh insis.ts he didn't choo~ to be the figure of controversy 
that he has becQme smce theCongressmnal hearings on the Iran-contra 
affair iii 1986. 
Th~ fact is, however, that.~onh has gained some kind of pervened 
cel~bnty status because of hJS mvolvement in the secret dealings, 
~h1ch have no do~bt funher contributed to the American public's 
disenchanbnent with the federal government and how it operates. 
Nonh's speech and question/answer session in the Emerson Suites 
revealed, in many ways, just how off-kilter the relationship between 
government officials and the public has become. 
For his part North talked at length about "an apathy that has struck 
Americans like never before," then urged listeners to reverse the trend 
of indifference by exercising their right to vote . 
. ~. appointed government official who took part in secret, illegal 
acuv1ties, North must have forgotten that he joined a host of others, i.e. 
Nixon and his Watergate conspirators and the Warren Commission 
participants, who intentionally deceived the American public. 
That sense of being deluded, perhaps, is one of the main reasons 
Americans no longer feel inspired to vote. 
But North represents only one half of the skewed relationship 
spelled out so frightfully Monday night. The other half - represented 
by those North supporters who cheered hi~ often witty but 
unsubstantial responses, yet failed to ask him critical questions about 
the morality or legality of his conduct -- may be as much at fault. 
They are the ones who consume North as entenainment, as celeb-
rity, despite the serious issues of democracy and justice at stake when 
government officials citcumvent the law. 
One student went so far as to climb on a chair, as North was exiting 
the Suites, to ask him what kind of car he and his wife drove. 
The Student Activities Board, perhaps not fully realizing that it 
granted further legitimacy to North's illegal conduct by rewarding him 
with pay to speak at IC, may not have thought deeply enough about the 
decision to bring the retired lieutenant colonel here. 
After all, North, while far from being a seeker of the truth, is an 
intell~gent 9~i;a~ .who escaped prosecution and has used his celebrity 
status as a promotional tool. 
In fact, CEO North would have still found it wonh the $8,000 or 
$10,000 or more (How much could he have requested if he had not 
been involved with the Iran-contra affair?) he made Monday night, 
even if he had faced a hostile audience that fired difficult questions at 
him. It would have been a tougher sale, that's all. He probably would 
have enjoyed the challenge. 
All thing~ considered -- a boring speech with little in the way of 
teaching value (even though Nonh spoke as if he were some kind of 
"role model"), a rehashing of the goals of right-wing political thought 
( with some Congress bashing to boot), and a lot of subtle public 
relations -- Oliver North once again walked away grinning and 
unscathed from the scam. And,_yes, he's still a figure of controversy. 
~ 
JayTokasz 
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LETTERS 
Fo~tball champions·hip overplayed 
To the editor: football team got eight pages, the that's right, this is a championship 
Isawitcoming,butdidn'treally women'ssoccerteamlessthanone. sports team with a college, not a 
expect quite an extravaganza. The Therefore, applying journalistic college with a championship team, 
Ithacan's "Special Edition Stagg logic, the football team's champi- or so one might be led to believe. 
Bowl Wrap-Up" was predictable, onship is inherently better. Finally, I have a question for the 
at best, when you consider the ped- If pictures say a thousand words, NCAA, the organization that made 
estal the football team had already than The Ithacan said about 11,000 these playoffs possible. Why was 
been placed on prior to actually more for the Stagg Bowl victory. the women's soccer championship 
winning the Amos Alonzo Stagg The football team even got three held in New Hampshire, while 
Bowl. color pictures. There haven't been men's football was forced to play in 
Once again the "best" in our three color pictures in the last three Florida? And the soccer team took 
college community has been yearsofTheithacanforanytypeof a bus, while the men flew to their 
brought out by the pigskin brigade. news. championship game. 
Forget the Roy H. Park School of All the blame cannot be· placed One needs to look no farther 
Communications, Ford Hall or any on the ink blotter of The Ithacan, than the Ithaca College campus to 
other academic programs on the however. They are certainly not the see evidence of both the sexual in-
Ithaca College campus, it's foot- only ones responsible for making equality of college athletics and the 
ball we should be proudest of. At heroes out of the IC football team. gross overcoverage of sports, in 
least that's the impression I got In fact, they did nothing more than general. Women's sports as a whole 
when I picked up f,heeightpagesof provide what was asked for by the receive less attention than men's, 
propaganda put out by The Ithacan college community. Football fever even when National Championships 
(12/16/91). waseverywhere,andthepaper gave are won by both in the same semes-
lt's obvious that those in power the people what they wanted-- sen- ter. 
at the paper were so wrapped up in sationalism. · Sports, in general, are given 
themoment,as theywereallyearas After the game, the same stu- more hype and coverage than just 
far as football was concerned, that dents who cry about walking to about anything else happening on 
they forgot everything else this in- NCR in the cold rolled in themudof this campus. Unfortunately, there 
stitution has to be proud of. .the upper quad area, under the in- is little or no evidence that this will 
Aboutamonthagoanotherteam fluence ofa vicarious victory. How change any time soon. Only when 
won a National Championship, for could The Ithacan ignore this? sports are taken off their pedestal 
the second consecutive year. But it President Whalen, in an Ithacan and academics once again become 
wasn'tfootballsowhocares,right? advertlsement, took the liberty of this school'snumberonesourceof 
lntheNov._21 issue,theICwomen's speaking for all of us in congratu- pride can there even be hope that 
soccer team received less coverage lating the football team. He even this misplacement of priorities will 
than our gridiron heroes, who were paid for the quarter page himself. change. There are a few possible 
still in the regular season. Obvi- Didlmisshisletterto the women's solutions,butlseemtohaveforgot-
01isly, some National Champion- soccer team? What about his letter ten them in all the excitement. 
ships are better than others, espe- to those who make the Dean's List Steve Hards 
cially if you use Ithacan logic. The in their respective schools? Oh, TV-R '93 
Ithacan ignores, misrepresents minorities 
To the editor: exhibited embarrassingjournalism. Latino community on campus. 
There is no question that the The exploitation of Wiggins dis- In its last two issues, the Ithacan 
printed and electronic media stamps played incompetent, unethical and did not mention either the "celebra-
a striking impression on America. disgraceful journalism. The quotes lion of Kwanzaa week" or the lec-
Thus, presenting material objec- used in The Ithacan characterized ture of Professor Leonard Jefferies 
tively has ~omeanessentialcom- the "accused" as an insensitive and at Cornell University on Dec. 10th. 
ponent to intelligent and excellent unsympathetic juvenile. In the edi- Though mass media has failed 
journalism. lion following the verdict issue, the to have a productive function in· 
Howtrver, most of the images Ithacan did not provide any further American society, I challenge The · 
inanifestedbythemediahavenever coverage of the administration's Ithacan to have a constructive per-
been objective; in fac!,_ the Black unjust attempt to prevent Wiggins spective and improve its attitude 
and Latino community Iias always from attending the college. The toward people of color, women and 
been under- and misrepresented in Ithacan chose to follow the "ac- gays in its journalism. 
the media. Our chil~en do n?tn~d cuser". to the ends of he! concei:ns The Ith.aca College community 
to~ bombarded with negauve im- regarding the case, but did not with needs an mfonnation source with 
ages of Black and Latino men por- the "accused." an intelligent viewpoint, not an-
trayed as rapists, robbers and other The media rarely expose any other New York Post. 
ruthless criminals,andneitherdoes positive images of people of color. 
the college community. Hardly has The Ithacan contained 
Forexample, Thelthacan'scov· any articles regarding cultural 
erage of the Andre Wiggins trial events presented by the Black and 
Domingo Campbell 
Exploratory '95 
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Ithacan I Chris Burke 
James Mapes hypnotized approximately 50 IC students as a part of his performance Wednesday night. 
If a picture is worth 
a thousand words ... 
By Carolyn Valtos 
The Centennial Committee's actions are 
everywhere. Everywhere you look, there are 
I 00 Years! signs. The Centennial Ball, the 
Century Ball, the change in IC emblazoned 
clothing and napkins permeate nearly all 
aspects of IC life. 
The Handwerker Gallery now houses a 
photographic complilation representing 
gro_wth, development and people throughout 
the chronicles of Ithaca in "Developing the 
Image: Archival Photographs From Conser-
vatory to College." · 
"I wanted to have an historic exhibit and 
take a look at our archives," Sandy Melloch, 
head of the Centennial Committee, said. So, 
together with Janice Levy, assistant profes-
sor in the department of cinema and photog-
raphy, Bridget Bower, the College archivist 
and art history student Heidi Truenfels, the 
commiuee created a display that accurately 
portrays the many changes Ithaca College 
has gone through, like the equipment early 
ICTV used and the old-fashioned uniforms 
worn by the athletic teams. 
Levy, documentary photographer and cu-
rator of the exhibited history of the college, 
thought about different ways to approach the 
event, but she felt a "sense of humor, above 
all, was important." 
The group spent hours sifting through 
4,000 images. Of the 172 photos on display, 
the bulk were taken by C. Hadley Smith, 
College photographer from 1948 to 1970. 
The pictures on display were the originals, 
not the cropped or "doctored" versions that 
usually appear in Ithaca College publica-
tions. 
According to Levy, she wanted to "re-
trieve the original and maybe the uninten-
tional intent of the photograph even though it 
wasn't used that way." She said she feels that 
Hadley captured "the concept of what it is to 
be human" through his artwork, and deserves 
to be acknowledged as an artist. 
... then the Handwerker 
Gallery's exhibit of _nearly 200 
photographs depicting Ithaca 
College's 100 years says quite. 
a lot about its history. 
"His style is so clear -- whenever we saw 
a really good image, it was always Hadley's. 
He infused a ttemendous·amount of sensitiv- · - • · 
Mapes speaks, 
students perform 
By Kevin Lewis 
Wednesdaynight, 7:30p.m.and 
the line stretches from the front of 
Emerson Suites all the way to the 
Infonnationdesk. Tickets for James 
J. Mapes, clinical hypnotist, and his 
Journey Into the Imagination 
Through Hypnosis program, part 
ofStudentActivitiesBoard's(SAB) 
WiIJterfest, sold out at noon 
Wednesday,Jan.29. · 
Over 750 people blocked the 
corridor outside the Union tv 
lounges. The bustling, easy-going 
crowd chattered excitedly about the 
upcoming event 
"For the past four years I've 
heard about it, but it was always 
sold out I'm amazed by hypnosis," 
Jen Sullivan '92, said. 
"I want to alter my mind in a 
legal way," GailSkogland '93, said. 
Paul Rapinz '92, who was hyp-
notized last year, wasn't there com-
pletely voluntarily. "My friends . 
dragged me back," he said with a 
smile, "They wanted another year's 
entertainment, but actually it was 
fun and relaxing." 
Heidi Frey, SAB special events 
chair, introduced Mapes at 8: 10 
p.m., welcoming him back for his 
eleventh appearance at IC. 
Mapes, looking like a successful 
businessman with his blue suit, grey 
temples and ready smile, took the 
stage with the easy confidence of 
someone who knows how to work 
an audience. He had the crowd 
laughing within seconds. 
Having practiced his craft for 20 
years, Mapes has his routine well 
polished. He said he first went to a 
hypnotist himself in 1971 for a 
weight problem. 
"I was bribed by friends to go to 
a hypnotist for a case of beer," he 
said. Mapes started his college show 
in 1974, and first came to IC in 
See "Mapes," page 17 
ity and humo~into his pllo~," Levy sai.d. area and its community.They capture~ in-
"Once I stajted loo~g;it be.came clear to terestipg ~ion <>f-tiwldings and.styles. 
me that there'would ~·enough materials to P~otographsoftheearlylthacaConserva-
put toge_ther the kind of show I wanted to," ·toryinterspersewithprintsofICsportsteams, 
Levy said. · one of coach "Bucky" Freeman for whom 
J~ssica Savitch, one of Ithaca's communica-
tion gra~~1~· ~_.wel, as ~hots of the old· 
communications school and theater depart-
ment are also featured. 
Handwerker Gallery 
. -; ~ 
lery said,,'.'It _ is a vecy successful one--an 
exhibiti9p thatd~~~Jra!e$~ ~~JQ.f things. It is intriguing from "an ~~lie point of view 
and a historical pointofview." . 
Photoga:aphs dated from the l~Os to 1975 · F_reemiµi Field.i~named. A pictw:e of Textor 
reflect the history and development of the hall without the Disc 'is a part of the display. 
. !"hen asked what he thought of the exhi-
b1~on, Gary Wells, pan o_f the selection com-
mittee and Director of the Handwerker Gal- . 
The _college aichives.in the Gannett Cen-
ter •. ~9ld_-~e..in_f~~~0Ji.{or ~yooe 'Yho is 
iri1*Stecriil learning·nfore'about the school. 
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Lou Reed's 'Magic and Loss' is our gain 
By Chris Gervais bum. .-------------.· 
Death an~ loss have o~te!1 been Rathke's sparse, economical I REVIEW I 
popular subjects_ for musicians to style is complemented by Reed's ._ __________ _, 
attempt to explam. Although they strumming, providing a solid base 
can be become banal with frequent to hold the album's heavy themes 
interpr~tations,_ Lou R~d o~fers together. Reed not only wrote all 
refre~h~g and mtrospecuve views the music and lyrics, but he and 
on his mtense new release Magic Rathke produced the album. 
and Loss. The opening track "Dorita" is a 
The songs on this album offer a distorted, random prelude to 
somber note for Reed to enter the "What'sGood:TheThesis,"Reed's 
new year. Thi~ albu?1 makes no surreal reading of the "good" in 
pretense about its subject matter, it life.Life without his friends are odd 
is about cancer and the pain associ- combinations and inexplicable situ-
ated with it. Termssuchas"cancer- ations. "Life's like a mayonnaise 
ous," "radioactive" and "isotopes" soda/And life's like space without 
are spread frequently throughout room/And life's like bacon and ice 
his lyrics. cream/That's what life's like with-
Last year, two of Reed's friends out you," he sings. 
died from cancer and he dedicated This song was also featured in 
Magic and Loss to them. Hisexpe- Wim Wender's new film Until the 
rience of their deaths provided the End of the World, along with new 
emotional fuel for this album. songs from R.E.M. and U2. 
This album is not only about The slow rocker "Power and 
death and loss, but the magic of Glory: The Situation" deals with 
healing as well. Just as a funeral is Reed's dreams and some sort of 
a ceremony for the living, Magic divine intervention. Keeping with 
and Loss is Reed's vehicle for cop- the theme, he sees in his dream his 
ing. friend grappling with cancer and 
Coping with Reed is guitarist himself discovering more questions 
Mike Rathke. Reed and Rathke have than answers, "Wespewedoutques-
always had an excellent musical tions waiting for answers ... books, 
relationship and their guitar play- stories, movies and plays/all trying 
ing blends seamlessly on this al- to explain this."Reedseeshisfriend, 
" ... a great man reduced to a little 
child/The cancer reduce him to 
dust," as he envisions his friend's 
demise. 
The melancholy guitar of "Ma-
gician" poignantly underscores a 
call by his stricken friends to "Let 
me leave this body far away/I'm 
sick of looking at me/I hate this 
painful body /that disease has slowly 
worn away." Reed looks for some-
one to take the pain of death away. 
Doctors are no magicians as they 
of ten tell their patients and Reed 
echoes this, "Doctor you're no 
magician ... and I am no believer." 
The emotional highpoint of the 
album comes during the three 
middle songs "Goodbye Mass: In a 
Chapel Bodily Termination," "Cre-
mation: Ashes to Ashes" and 
"Dreamin': Escape." These songs 
add a fascinating dramatic dimen-
sion, as Reed initiates a dialogue 
with his dead friends. 
A departure from the themes of 
death and loss is the grim and dis-
turbing "Harry's· Circumcision: 
Reverie Gone Astray." This is a tale 
not of death but of a failed suicide 
attempt. "I wish I was stronger I 
wish i was thinner/I wish I didn't 
have this nose" Harry laments while 
contemplating taking his life. 
Magic and Loss can almost be 
compared to a theater production in 
the sense that it has a definite begin-
ning, middle and end. At the begin-
ning Reed is confused, lonely and 
depressed, at the middle, all his 
emotions gather and he faces them 
head on in a three-song showdown 
of questioning and reali:zation. 
The last three songs contain the 
magic, the healing portion of this 
album. All the songs on this album 
also have explanatory subtitles that 
give the listener further clues to 
Reed's anguish. 
On "Gassed and Stoked: Loss," 
Reed's thoughts of what he could 
have said or could have done take 
LONDON CALLING 
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over. He explains to his dead friends 
that " ... not a day goes by not an 
hour/when I don't try to be like 
you." In this song Reed uses the 
metaphor of disconnected telephone 
line representing the loss of his 
friends, "This is no longer a work-
ing number baby/Please redial your 
call," responds the operator. 
All musicians experience a pe-
riod of growth and evolution and 
Lou Reed has aged gracefully. On 
Magic and Loss Reed's music goes 
beyond his familiar three-chord 
structure that was especially evi-
dent on New York. The drumming 
of Micheal Blair and bassist Rob 
Wasserman provide a ·concrete 
rhythm section for Reed and guitar-
ist Rathke to play off of. 
Magic and Loss was recorded in 
one scant month in April 1991. 
"Between two Aprils I lost two 
friends/Between two Aprils magic 
and loss ... " Reed has in his liner 
notes. In one month of recording 
Reed managed to capture his most 
emotional work to date. 
The release of the album at the 
beginning of a new year is signifi-
cant as it marks a rebirth for Reed, 
who can finally to put his loss be-
hind him and continue to make 
magic. 
• Fresh Flower 
Bouquets 
• Corsages, 
Boutonnleres 
• Exquisite Chocolates;. 
• Balloons • Imported Soaps; 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon., Wed., Sat. 
10-5:30 
Thurs., Fri. 10-9 
Sundays 11-4 
Daily Delivery, except Sunday 
This space contributed 
as a public service. 
CALL 1•800•ACS•23115 
WE'LL EASE WHIR MIND. 
Cr,n1ted ps a public service . . 
. by Tucker Wayne/Luckie. _ . 
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'Sweet B,aby Binder' 
bave Binder masters the music of James Taylor 
By Jim Fenno 
If anything truly represents how 
much Dave Binder sounds like 
James Taylor, it is the design of the 
signs that advertised his perfor-
mance. 
"An evening with James Tay-
lor," the signs boasted in big bold 
characters, followed by "featuring 
Dave Binder" in relatively incon-
spicuous lettering. Such was the 
impression Binder created in 
Emerson SuitesJan. 28,forwithout 
a second glance to confirm other-
wise, the voice could have easily 
been Taylor's. 
Binder's flawless vocal and 
acoustic duplication of early Tay-
lor classics like "Something in the 
Way She Moves" and "Carolina On 
My Mind" drew enthusiastic ap-
plause from a crowd of Taylor fans, 
many of whom sang at Binder's 
suggestion. 
I REVIEW I 
stories about Taylor's life that ex-
plained much of his music, from his 
struggle with drug addictions to his 
marriagetoCarlySimon. The"deep 
greens and blues" in "Sweet Baby 
James" are the colors Taylor chose 
for his brother's baby's room, 
Binder said; 
Learning from Binder about 
Taylor's life put many of his songs 
in a more accurate perspective. 
Binder said that works like 
"Carolina On My Mi1,d," "Fire and 
Rain" and others from the Sweet 
Baby James album were written 
while Taylor was committed to a 
drug rehabilitation center in Mas-
sachusetts. "[The songs] were writ-
ten in Stockbridge," Binder said. 
"That's why it's such a sad album." 
Taylor during that period. "When 
they had a fight, [Taylor] wrote 
about it Carly would sing back-
ups," he said. The audience laughed.-
He said that when Simon gave 
Taylor an ultimatum, to abandon 
his road career or his family, Taylor 
responded with the album Dad 
Loves His,Y., o~k. "Carly_ didn't sing 
backups, Bmder said. Again, 
laughter came from the crowd. 
Through much of the show's 
ses;ond half, Binder.played some of 
his own work, including "A Song 
For You And Me," a vigorous an-
them calling for people to discard 
apathy .For Binder' soriginals, some 
of them requested by members of 
the audience, Binder's "Taylor 
voice" gave way to a deeper, raw 
sound that was distinctly his own. 
Ithacan I Adam Riemer 
Dav~ Binder performed In the Emerson Suites Tuesday, Jan. 28. 
But equally alluring was 
Binder's ability to tie in humorow, 
He talked humorously about 
Taylor's 11-yearmarriage to singer 
Carly Simon, who sang backup for 
Upon retrieving his "Taylor vo-
cals," he responded to a fortunate 
request from an audience member 
for"YouAreMyOnlyOne,"which 
See "Binder," page 17 
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OFF-CAMPUS APPLICATIO-N PROCESS 
For Fall 1992 
REMEMBER!!! 
.Orientation s · L ess1ons· 
off. eam all about the a.!. 
-campus a 1· 
process_ at the ~poll1cat~on 
Ori · OW1ng 
entat1on sessions: 
Tuesdav F b 12-1 ., ' e ruary 4th 
p.m., Textor 103 
Wednesda D 7-8 Y, rebruary 5th 
p.m., South Meetin 
Room g 
FOR YOUR PROTECTION DONOTSIGN 
A LEASE CNTIL YOU HAVE BEEN 
APPROVED TO MOVEOFF~CA1\r1PUS 
Pick up off-campus applications: 
Beginning on Monday, February 10th at 8:30 a.m. 
through Wednesday, February 12th at 5 p.m. in the 
Office of Residential Life. 
Return off-campus applications: 
Beginning Monday, February 24th at 8:30 a.-m. 
throug~ Wednes~ay, F~bruary 26th at 5 p.m. in 
the Office of Residential Life. 
CJ Applications will be approved based upon the highest lottery 
number on the application. 
0 Applications must be accompanied by the valid ID card (s) 
and lottery card (s) to be considered for approval. 
0 Students under 2! year! of ag~ must submit a parental 
approval form with their application. 
0 A student's name may appear on only one application. 
0 Applica~~ns t~at are not approved initially will be maintained 
on a waiting list and approved on an as available basis. -
OLa_te applic'!tio'!s (applicaiions submitted after February 26th) 
will be maintained in the order they are received; rather than 
lottery number, and, approved on an as available basis. . -
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Join The Ithacan reporting staff 
Writers now being accepted in 
the following departments: 
Ne_v.rs, _En_tertainment,-Sports, and ~eatures 
stop by The Ithacan office, 269 Park or call 274-3207 for mor Information 
4'I§'R,QS'IX81J'1)1s._e§tau_rant 
~c,$1.99 Breakfast Specials: M 1. Cheese Omelette, Toast, and Home Fries 
l\ ~, 2. Sliver Dollar Pancakes 
~ 3. Cereal, and Orange Juice 
(All include Coffee) . 
LocatecC in tlie Commons • 2 72-5708 
PORT AUTHORITY, ROCKAWAY 
AND ROOSEVELT FIELD 
$45 Round Trip $25 One Way 
Departs on Fridays and returns on Sundays 
Phone orders and information 
~[•n•] ca//257-2660 
S_warthout & Fems· Inc 115 Graham Road 
Ithacan I Chris Burke 
The Savage Brothers kept up the tempo of the evening at the Century Ball, Saturday, Jan. 25. 
Spotlight on Century Ball 
By Beverly Goodman 
Once again, Ithaca College 
proved they know how to throw a 
party. 
Attendance records were bro-
ken at the Century Ball Saturday 
night, Jan: 25, with over 1,100 
people present, according to Sandy 
Melloch; centennial director. 
The evening began at 7:30 p.m. 
with a happy hour in the Pub/Cof-
feehouse co-sponsored by the se-
nior class. At 9 p.m. all alcoholic 
beverages had to be finished and 
most of the people moved upstairs 
to the Emerson Suites, where the 
dance was held. 
Singer Mark Rust entertained 
the crowd that chose to remain or 
return to the Pub. Similar to previ- dancing and some tables had to be 
ous school events, the entertain- moved back, according to Melloch. 
mentin the pub was "typically more . The student centennial subcom-
mellow ," according to Kevin mittee, chaired by Yaudes, planned 
Yaudes, student representative to the night with several other student 
the board of trustees. organizations, including the Stu-
The crowd upstairs could hardly dent Activities Board (SAB), the 
be considered mellow. So many Bureau of Concerts (BOC), the 
people were dancing to the ResidenceHallAssociation(RHA), 
rock'n'roll provided by the Con- student government and the senior 
necticut band the Savage Brothers, class officers. 
that the floor began to shake. "The centennial should be a time 
"As you sat in the pub, listening when people are working toward a 
to Mark Rust, the ceiling could be common goal," Yaudes said of the 
seen moving," Melloch said. "By combined effort 
ceiling I mean the lights that were · "It was an alternative way to 
hung." Jennifer Cooley, memberof have a good time," Yaudes said, 
the student centennial subcommit- "We're very happy with the way 
tee asked people to spread out their everything went." 
OR,& ••• 
Don't miss this opportunity to 
contribute to your yearbook! 
i:{ Financial Aid Priority Deadlines ft 
2/1/92: Submit Ithaca College Continuing 
Student Application to Financial Aid Office 
·-
Submit photos .that represent 
your memories of Ithaca 
College. If interested 
just call 27 4-1102 
for more info. 
3/1/92: Financial Aid Form (FAF) mailed 
toCSS 
4/1/92: Submit signed copies of parent 
and student federal tax returns to Financial 
Aid office. 
The Accounting Club Presents ... · 
-
with fashions by: 
February 5th ·in Jextor 102 at 7:30 I• 
~ 
l. 
r "·' 
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Movie Listings for Jan. 30 -Feb. 5 On the trail of the truth 
STATE THEATRE 
phone 273-2781 
Grand Canyon- Daily at 6:45 & 
9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 :30 
Rush- Daily at 7, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 1 :30 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 2n-s11s 
Fried Green Tomatoes-- Fri. at 7, 
9:35; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2, 
4:35 
Meeting Venus-- Daily at 7:15, 
9:35; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 
4:35 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
The Hand That Rocks The 
Cradle-- Daily at 4:05, 7:10, 9:45; 
Sat. & Sun. at 1:20, 4:05, 7:10, 
9:45 
Freejack-- Daily, Sat. & Sun. at 
9:50 
Juice- Daily at 4:45, 7:20, 10; Sat. 
& Sun. at 1:45, 4:45, 7:20, 10 
Father of the Bride-- Daily at 4:20, 
7:15, 9:40; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :25, 
4:20, 7:15, 9:40 
Hook-- Daily at 4, 6:45, 9:30; Sat. 
& Sun. at 1, 4, 6:45, 9:30 
The Prince of Tides-- Daily at 
4:10, 6:50, 9:35; Sat. & Sun. at 
1 :10, 4:10, 6:50, 9:35 
Beauty and the Beast- Daily at 
4:30, 7;· Sat. & Sun. at 1 :30, 4:30, 7 
Shining Through-- Daily at 4:10, 
6:45, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :15, 4:10, 
6:45, 9:30 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
JFK- Fri. & Sat., 7, 10:05; Sun-
Thurs. 7:30 only; Sat.& Sun. 
matinees at 12:30, 3:45 
Antonia & Jane-- Daily at 7:15 only; 
Sal & Sun. matinees at 2:15 
Black Robe- Daily at 9:35; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 4:35 
Let 'em Have It-- Daily at 7, 9:35; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1, 3:45 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
Dead Again- Thurs. at WSH, 10; 
Fri. at Uris, 7; Sat. at Uris, 9:30; 
Tues. & Wed. at WSH, 10 
Highlander-- Fri. at Uris, 9:30; Sat. 
at Uris, midnight; Sun. at WSH, 4:30 
1000 Pieces of Gold-- Fri. at WSH, 
9:45; Sat. at WSH, 7:30; Mon. at 
WSH, 7:10 
Barton Rnk-- Thurs. at WSH, 7:20; 
Sat. at WSH, 9:50; Tues. at WSH, 
7:25 
Girt Meets Girl-- Fri. at WSH, 7:30 
f am Curious {Yellow)-· Fri. at Uris, 
9:30; Sat. at Uris, 6:50; Sun. at 
WSH,8 
SAS WEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
City Slickers-- Sun. at 6, 9 
Time Bandits-- Sat. & Sun. at 
midnight 
The Fisher King-- Fri. & Sat. 6, 9; 
Sun.at2 
'JFK' debates assassination theories 
By Dave Metzler 
Art has long been used to vent 
anger and dissatisfaction with the 
establishment, and in fact, anists 
have been the collective conscious 
for society. So why has so much 
criticism befallen artists in America 
in recent years for endangering and 
corrupting a society that prides it-
self on freedom of expression? 
One artist who has received such 
criticism is Oliver Stone for his 
latest film, JFK. After all the dust 
has settled -- from a cover story in 
Newsweek to countless· reviews 
criticizing Stone ·s seamless mixture 
of fact and fiction --JFK stands as 
a disturbing, important and power-
ful piece of art. 
Stone'~ thesis, in its simplest 
fonn, is that Lee Harvey Oswald 
did not act alone in the assassina-
tion of John Kennedy, but rather 
took the fal1 for a larger conspiracy 
that may have involved several 
groups including our own govem-
ment. Stone uses Jim Garrison 
(Kevin Costner), the man who 
headed the investigation of the 
Kennedy ~sination and the War-
ren Commission's report on it, as a 
guide through a three-hour plus in-
vestigation of all the possible con-
spiracies that could have contrib-
uted to Kennedy's assassination. 
The bulk of the criticism sur-
rounding JFK has been concerned 
with Stone's mixing actual events 
and footage with fictitious episodes 
in such a way that it is almost im-
possible to distinguish what really 
happened from what Stone made 
up. 
Although it's true that fact and 
Movie 
Review 
JFK 
_,._ 
The Ithacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best. 
fiction do often be.come indistin-
guishable, JFK is not a documen-
tary on the Kennedy assassination, 
butratherone man's speculation on 
several possibilities of what may 
have happened other than what the 
Warren Commission has reported. 
These criticisms question journal-
istic integrity and do not apply to a 
fictional film. 
Stone has not only been criticized 
for making fictitious events appear 
real, but also for embellishing es-
tablished facts. Costner's Garrison 
is a heroic and noble man in search 
of truth and justice. The real Gar-
rison was believed to be a lunatic, 
hell-bent on proving a conspiracy 
any way that he could. 
This reputation comes partly 
from a press scared of conspiracy 
and all that such an event may im-
ply about America, trying to hurt 
his case by destroying his credibil-
ity. 
~ut whether Garrison was a good 
man whose reputation was hurt by 
the press or whether he was in fact 
a lunatic is of no importance to the 
film. The film is not meant to be an 
account Garrison• s life and the in-
justices he suffered, Garrison is 
actually a stand in for Stone him-
self, a man looking for the truth 
amidst what could be multiple 
cover-ups and conspiracies. 
On a cinematic level JFK is as-
tounding. The film's editing is 
amazing. Th~cutsfromactualblack 
and white footage to recreated black 
and white footage to color footage 
is seamless. The film looks great 
and is further enhanced by a tre-
mendous score by John Wµliams. 
These aesthetic elements contribute 
to the rapid pacing of ~e film, giv-
ing it the feel of a political thriller 
thus making its three hour length 
bearable without being drawn out 
or boring. 
What seems to get lost among all 
the political criticism about JFK is 
the incredible cast contributing their 
talents to the film. Costner is very 
effective as Garrison and proves 
afterthedisastrousRobinHoodthat 
he can indeed handle a fake accent 
Joe Pesci, Kevin Bacon, Donald 
Sutherland and Gary Oldman 
among others contribute interest-
ing and affecting perfonnances. 
But what is more important than 
the actors or the aesthetic elements 
of the film are the theories expressed 
in the film. Stone explores links to 
Kennedy's assassination involving 
everyone from the CIA to Lyndon 
Johnson to the mafia to the Cubans. 
Few films or filmakers have had the 
courage to make such bold accusa-
tions against the United States and 
its government, thus making JFK 
worthwhile and worth seeing. 
JFK is not a perfect film. Stone 
uses several techniques he has used 
in the past to exploit his political 
beliefs. His scenarios have often 
been blown up and overdone. No-
See 'JFK,' page 17 
FILMS PRESENTS 
"OUTSTANDING ... 
ONE OF THE YEAR'S 
BEST FILMS:' 
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Map_es 
Continued from page 12 
1975. He used to do 162 college 
shows a year but now does only 
five; his primary focus today is pain 
reduction techniques with cancer 
patients. He has worked with nu-
merous groups throughout his career 
including crime and child abuse 
victims, people with phobias and 
corporate groups. 
"All hypnosis is self-hypnosis," 
Mapes said, reassuring the audience 
that nothing will happen that they 
didn't want to happen. 
On the stage behind Mapes were 
30 chairs in two rows, a table with 
sound controls, a pitcher of water 
and a lemon cut in half. When Mapes 
bit into the lemon, five students 
from the audience walked to the 
stage and fell asleep on the stage 
chairs. Mapes explained that at the 
end of each of his previous shows 
he has told the students who had 
been hypnotized that if they saw 
him in person again, and he bit into 
a lemon, they would go to the stage 
and fall as~eep. Indeed, all the 
sleeping students had been to 
Mapes' IC show i_n pre-.:ious years. 
He woke them and sent them back 
to their seats. 
The audience participation part 
of the show began with a 60-second 
MONEY 
. FOR COLLEGE 
Every student is eligible for some 
· type of financial aid regardless 
of grades or parental Income. 
Financial Aid 
Available Immediately! 
Special grants program 
Every student eligible 
No one turned down 
Simple application 
Send n~ address and $1 P&H 
fee '-refundable) to: 
'I 
Student Services RESULTS 
P.O. Box 22-4026 
Hollywood, FL 33()22 GUARANTEED. 1,.....,.;;;;;~~.;..;..__,:;..... _____ .., 
':. .•.. ,,. -:.-. .-~-.<J-, ... ·. ,ff'/ 
relaxation technique. At the end of 
the relaxation, Mapes instructed the 
crowd to clasp their hands together 
and squeeze an imaginary gelatin 
capsule inside. They were told to 
imagine the capsule breaking and 
strong glue inside keeping their 
hands together. All those who 
couldn't let go were instructed to 
go to the stage. About 50 students 
responded. Of those, 30 were kept 
up front and the rest were sent back 
to their seats. 
Then the real fun began. Mapes 
instructed the audience to stay quiet 
until he brought those already hyp-
notized into even deeper hypnosis. 
The term hypnosis, which comes 
from the Greek word meaning sleep, 
is what Mapes called a "bogus" 
word. He described hypnosis as an 
"extension of concentration and 
imagination." 
There are six stages of hypnosis. 
The people on stage were at the 
third level. Mapes brought them 
down to the sixth,and most intense, 
level. Only 1.5 out of l0peoplecan 
reach this level without training. 
Among the number of acts the 
students performed was a dance 
concert: ballet, breakdancing and 
the twist They took a trip to another 
planet, acted as circus performers 
and regressed to the age of six and 
took a trip to the movies. 
JFK----------
continued from page 16 and insane and have held respon-
where has this technique been more sible for such atrocious acts as the 
evident than in the exploitive Born Kennedy assassination, people like 
On The Fourth Of July and the Lee Harvey Oswald, could in fact 
overblown The Doors. be simply a small part of something 
Oneparticularlyupsetii.ngscene that is much bigger and much era-
in JFK is a homosexual orgy that zier. 
has no bearing on the film other It is easier for people to dismiss 
than to discredit the characters in- insane and horrible events as the 
volved But to Stone's credit, most work of a single deranged person 
of the film stays away from such than to accept the possible exist-
exploitation. ence of a larger and greater evil 
It is easier for some to criticize within our own government. The 
Stone's politics than to recognize ideathattheassassinationsoflead-
therealpossibilityoftheconspiracy ers like John Kennedy, Robert 
behind Kennedy's assassination. Kennedy or Martin Luther King 
This indeed seems to be the way the could have involved elements of 
press has responded to JFK. For, if our society that we believe to be the 
what Stone proposes is true than the hands of justice is almost unthink-
\yhole democratic nature of our so- able. 
ciety must be questioned, a propo- JFK is an excellent film if for no 
sition that to many Americans is other reason than that it engages the 
unthinkable. intellect like no other film of recent 
Instead, it is easier to say as was years. A film that has already in-
said about Garrison, that Stone is a spired such debate and is sure to 
crazy radical whose beliefs are de- inspire much more in the years to 
ranged illusions. come is worth seeing and whether 
Stone's boldest and most im- Stone'stheoryisrightorwrongitis 
portantstatementinJFKisthatthe certainly worth thinking and talk-
peoplethatwehavelabeledascrazy ing about 
5 Spot 
Get a 1 211 pizza with one 
topping & one coke for 
.. .THE ITHACAN 17 
Certain students were made to 
forget the numbers six and seven 
and their own names. Mapes ended 
the evening with an age regression 
in which three students were taken 
back to ages 12, five and six. They 
signed their names while regressed 
and even drew pictures as kinder-
gartners. The students were then 
instructed to remember the evening 
as a pleasant experience and re-
leased from their hypnosis. 
Though not everyone in the au-
dience was under the spell of hyp-
nosis they were certainly under the 
spell of a charming entertainer who 
presented an unusual though enjoy-
able experience. 
Binder----
continued from page14 
featured Binder in a brilliant four-
part a capella refrain, with the har-
monizing parts pre-recorded. 
"Steamroller," an unrefined Tay-
lor blues classic brought the crowd 
to a frenzy of rhythmic clapping 
and cheers that rivaled the enthusi-
asm on Taylor's Greatest Hits 
version of the song. Binder repli-
cated Taylor's atypically rough 
vocals with impressive accuracy. 
"Steamroller" provided contrast 
for _the concluding ballad "Like 
Everyone She. Knows," one of 
Taylor's recent successes. 
TheStudentActivitiesBoardhas 
invited Binder to play at Ithaca for 
each of the last four years, and each 
time he has accepted. 
"This is the second time I have 
seen [Binder].Itwasexcellentthen, 
but it's better now," Peter 
Wackman, '92, said. "I liked the 
stories; they helped connect 
[Taylor's] life with what he sings 
about." 
In this case, it is what Dave 
Binder sings about--but the distinc-
tion is almost a technicality. 
ONLY $5.00 
elNOBODY · KNOWS .. LIKE TRAVELING? CALL US! 273-0111 · · .DOMINO'S.-How You Like Pizza At Home. 
LIMITED TIME OFFER. NOT VALID WITH 9THER OFFERS. 
TAX NOT INCLUDED. 
------------------, r ------. . I 
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PARTY WITH THE BEST!!! 
more sun and fun for less .... 
Don't take a chance with your Spring Break. Travel with 
someone you know and trust right here 1n Ithaca. 
Jamaica ............. from $439 
Cancun .............. from $429 
Panama City Beach 
hotel only .............. from $119 
with bus............... from $229 
For information and reservations contact: 
Andrea, Beth, or Alfson @ 256-3990 
· 272-6964 
~_!!'!D.,!!i" 120 North Aurora St. 
__ _ .anAY IWI (1 floor aboVe the SElVICF.s Fisherman restuaranl) 
-Spring Break 
- Home for the Weekend 
-Semester in London 
-Europe for the Summer 
-Interview trips _ 
Answer .... "Ithaca Travel Outlet" 
We can provide you with: 
-Airline ticketing and reservations 
- Hotel reservations 
-Car rentals 
-Vacation packages 
-Discounted International flights 
-GroJJp travel is our specialty 
-FREE ticket delivery 
-=-..I - -
t!(IJ 
-272-6962 
20 North Aurora t(AboVe the fisherman restuaranl) 
t." 
,. 
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Student ·Dstee· 
-position available 
• Full voti.ng1p~a'tcfl ~~Jll~~r on the 
Ithaca ~~_Hege Board. Of ~ru2s~ees 
-~. . 
;. ,· 
• Executive; 130ard m8mbet° of the 
Student GOVernment J\sSoci3.tiOo 
._: ·-:~~- _, . . ~ -", . . .; ' _:: : \ /.;rt·· \ 
' '~ 
~ ' ', 
• Responsible~ fC>r-~u~·r:oµs aci(VJf ies 
as studenttrustee :·atld.: as a stUd~nt 
leader· :'.; ··: ; ·· .,· ·c.. 1: . • ....... / 
.. ;:;· ' ... :.· ... ~~ ' .. . 
.,.!'t, •r., ,.; )? -~..r,_ .. ,., /" 
"!, • ~ .... •• ·.,., ') • '• •' -
. .. F " . •. ~ ·. ~ _, .• · ..• • -.. -· •• :··,:·. ·\.,_ .. · 
.. 4' .. , .. ~ . ' 
,., .... ·. . ..~.... .. 
• Two-Yea'r:iPosition ":·,.,' •. · 
:,, .., . . , ... 
_. (J .• 
i _: ': . , ; ·< '.: '., ~; -. < .. 
. . 
unique opportunity 
The board of trustees is the highest governing 
body of the College. The student trustee is 
responsible for providing the board with 
firsthand knowledge in the area of student 
concerns and issues. He/she will work closely 
with· Student Government, campus clubs and 
organizations., and the College administration. 
Applications are due by February 17th 
and are available at the 
Student Activities Center, 
3rd Door, Campus Center 
For more information contact Kevin Yaudes at the above address or caH 274~ ·t ~7 ..,, 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
ARE YOU GAME'! 
Be unique. Be creative. Send your 
Valentine a Videogram-only $15. 
273-4032. 
DON DIEHL 
Today, 1/30/92, is Don Diehl 
Appreciation Day! 
Give him a hug for the Boys. 
Desiree--
Here's the nasty personal I prom-
ised you. Nyaa. Bring lotsa money 
for lunch. Eric 
Conan--
Erotic mail goes public? Not quite 
yet, but coming soon to a theatre 
near you ..... By Spring (fever), just 
how public will we go?!? At least 
we know what not to do! 
Eskimo Kisses--Buttercup 
FOR RENT 
Springwood Townhomes, con-
temporary 1 & 2 bedroom, fire-
place, sunfilled interior, quiet, and 
private, Broker, 273-9300. 
Modern studio and 1 bedrooms, 
carpeted, furnished, nice yard, 
Iaundcy center, walk to I.C., Broker, 
273-9300. 
Four Bedroom Cape Cod, brick 
fireplace, hardwood floors, fonnal 
LR, DR, eat-in kitchen, full base-
ment, laundcy center, 2 car garage, 
Broker, 273-9300. 
Townhouses, large 4 and 8 bed-
room units, warm woodstoves/fire-
places, 11/2 and 4 baths, furnished, 
free parking and walk to IC. Bro-
ker, 273-9300. 
6 Bedroom House 
Downtown, Avail 8/1/92 
Furnished, 10 or 12-mo. lease 
4-Bedroom Lower Hudson St. Un-
furnished 12-mo. Lease. $225 pr 
Bedroom plus G&E 277-7765 10 
a.m. -7 p.m. 
SECOND SEMESTER 
AT 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
Only a few rooms in 3 and 4 bed-
room apartments remain for Janu-
ary 1992.Callnowtoseeandreserve 
the best and most beautiful apart-
ment homes serving the Ithaca Col-
lege Community. 277-1221 
1992-93 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
COLLEGE CIRCLE-ITHACA 
COLLEGE STUDENT AP ART-
MENTS OF CHOICE-OFFER: 
-NEW CONSTRUCTION 
-GREAT LOCATION 
-FREE PARKING 
- BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPING 
- ELEGANT FURNITURE/FIN-
ISHES 
- ON-SITE LAUNDRY 
-EFFICIENT/RESPONSIVE 
MANAGEMENT 
ACT NOW TO RESERVE 2, 3 OR 
4 BEDROOMS FOR JUNE OR 
AUGUST 
277-1221 
Aurora St. 2-3 Bedroom Apt, fur-
nished. Off street parking, heat in-
cluded. Available Aug. 1st 1992 -
Call 273-5370. 
South Hill- Prime Locations 2 
Houses for rent: first house is a 5-6 
bedroom. Second house is a 6-7 
bedroom house. All houses are 
furnished with off-street parking. 
Available Aug. 1st 1992-273-
5370 
BEAT THE RUSH 
THREE BEDROOM-brand new 
designer kitchen, spacious rooms, 
just painted, fully furnished, laudry, 
free parking, between IC and 
downtown. $265 Available 6/92. 
STUDIO-new contemporary in 
downtown Victorian, private bath 
and kitchen, laundry.parking. $355 
Available 8.92 CALL TODAY! 
273-4781 
Two bedroom apartment for '92-
'93. 1 block from Commons on 
Unusual ContemporaryTownhouse 
Available June 1st 1992.3-4 large 
bedrooms, 2 baths, private skylight 
entry. Covered balcony. Walled 
Garden: Free heated garage. Free 
Parking. Pets allowed. Walk to IC, 
Commons, Cornell, and all buses. 
Price:$1100.257-7077 
FOR RENT, FURNISHED 3 
BDRM. APT. $655/+util. (Also 1 
bdrm. apt.) 277-8752. 
For '92-'93: 
FALLCREEK3BEDROOMAPT. 
OR6BEDROOMHUSE.2BATH, 
2 KITCHEN. LAUNDRY.PARK-
ING. $240/EACH INCLUDES. 
272-1131 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
James St. Townhouses: Modem 4 
bedroom townhouses, dishwasher, 
washer, dryer, parking. Please call: 
273-8576. 
HOUSE, AUGUST 1992, FOUR 
BEDROOMS, CARPETED, 
WASHER AND DRYER, FUR-
NISHED OR UNFURNISHED, 
OFF-STREET PARKING, NO 
PETS, DOWNTOWN, PHONE 
273-6828 OR 272-3389. 
COLLEGETOWN PLAZA 
THE PLACE TO BE 
New apartments in full service 
luxury elevator building with fabu-
lous views of the lake, downtown 
and IC. Carpet, dishwasher, micro-
wave, ultra-modem baths, large 
rooms, big windows, airconditioner, 
attractive furniture. On-site laun-
dry, parking, restaurant, one-hour 
photo. Studio, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 bed-
rooms for 1992-93. Be part of the 
Collegetown action! 272-3000. 
CENTRAL COLLEGETOWN 
Large apartments and houses for 4 
to 24 people. Quality buildings, IC 
students welcome! Its fun to live in 
Collegetown! 272-3000. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading, Presence. 502 Universtiy 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
The Sound Guys 
Mobile DJ's 
277-0422 
PAPER CRUCH TYPING 
Bus stop right in front, big rooms, 
2 full baths, 2 kitchens, 2 living 
rooms, porches, off-street parking. 
$290 per person Includes ALL 
heat and utllltles. 
Prospect SL Hardwoodfloors,large · Papers, Applications,Resumes,Etc. 
kitchen, parking. Bob, 272-8935. Cheap, Quick & Reliable 
Call Gary 273-7082 or 277-7000 ITHACA COMMONS Laserprinte_r/Maclntosh 
Delivery 
Can also be rented as 2 completely 
furnished 3 bedroom apts. 
Studios, 1, 2, 3 Bedrooms. These 
are the very best! Furnished or un-
furnished. 273-9462. 
TOWNHOUSES / APTS. 
FOR RENT '92 -·93 
• 3-4 BEDROOMS 
• DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNff 
n 
• 
• LOTS OF PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• PLEASANT LIVING 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273•6142 
BET'NEEN 1-9 P.M. 
Call 277-7583 
NOTICES 
You Found WHATinyour 
Wheaties??!! 
TELL US! 
We aremarketing students con-
ducting research on how manufac-
turers respond to product com-
plaints. We are soliciting the cam-
pus community for actual product 
complaints, such as "may odor-
eaters don't eat odor," or"myRai-
sin Bran© is missing all the raisins." 
If you have such a complaint,please 
call 272-7967 and ask for Bonny, 
or stop by Smiddy 428 to talk to 
Prof. Eckrich. If your complaint is 
. suitable for our project, we wiU file 
it at our expense, and anything re-
ceived as a result of the correspon-
dence will be yours to keep. Unfor-
tunately, we will not be able to act 
on every complaint, but we will do 
our best to file as many as possible. 
WANTED: SUN & PARTY HUN-
GRY PEOPLE!!! SPRING 
BREAK: Cancun, Bahamas from 
$259includesroundtripair, ?nights 
hotel, parties, free admission and 
more! Organize a small group. Earn 
free trip. 1-800-BEACH IT. 
Heatwave Vacations 
Spring Break 1992 
THE BEST RA 1ES GUARAN-
TEED TO BEAT THE COMPE-
TITION BY AT LEAST $50!! 
CANCUN JAMAICA BAHA-
MAS 
For more infonnation, 
· call 800-395-WAVE 
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE 
WEEK TO LIVE! DO IT 
RIGHT! SPRING BREAK IN 
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, 
CANCUN, MARGARITA 
FROM $369!! HOTEL, AIR, 
TRANSFERS, HOT PARTIES! 
SUN SPLASH TOURS 
1-800-426-77 IO 
F A S 
FUNDRAISI 
P R O G R A 
T 
NG 
M 
Fraternities, sororities, student 
clubs. earn up to $1000 in one week. 
Plus receive a $1000 bonus your-
self. Anda FREE W ATCHjust for 
calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
STUDY ABROAD IN 
AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester, year, 
graduate, summer and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Sydney, and Melbourne. ~o-
grams start at $3520. 
Call 1-800-878-3696. 
RIDE BOARD 
Ride needed to Northern NJ or 
WestchesterforFeb.13 or 14. Will 
share expenses-273-6535. 
SUBLET 
Room available for Spring term in 
Beaurtiful South Hill four bedroom, 
with 3 IC women. Private Parking. 
Call landlord, 347-4513,533-7500. 
The only way to get 
rid of your car, get a 
ride, or greet your 
friends is the 
ITHACAN 
CLASSIFIEDS. 
For information on 
how to place a classi-
fied or personal, call 
27 4-3208 or stop 
by Park 269. 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
j<:.>- lffi l1 \ ~ 
. ~ ~ 
Inside tours of Acme Fake Vomit Inc. 
"Bad guy comin' in, Arnie! ... Minor key!" 
... 
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,On the road again According to head coach An-drea Golden, the team can't afford 
to fly. With alumni and booster 
club donations combined with earn-
ings from football concessions, it 
,was still difficult for them to clear 
$1,000 in profit, Golden said. 
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'Growing team' 
falls at Springfield 1 IC spring sports '. squads to head south 
By Scott L. Matson 
When spring break arrives, most 
students pack their bags and head 
. home or to a sunny island destina-
tion. The Ithaca College spring 
sports teams pack to leave, but it is 
not all fun in the sun. 
For the last 10 years, the base-
ball team has escaped from the fro~ 
zen tundra of Ithaca to Orlando, 
Aa. The team has already planned a 
full nine game slate. 
These games will count on the 
Bombers' allotted 40-game regular 
season record. 
The team sold-raffle tickets, tee-
., shirts and participated in baseball 
talent contests to raise money and· 
reduce the cost of their trip, accord-
ing to head coach George Valesente. 
According to a raffle ticket 
prizes included two Super Bowl 
XXVI tickets with hotel and air-
fare, four days and three nights at a 
Caribbean reson, two Broadway 
play tickets and gift certificates to 
local restraunts. 
The softball team is also going 
totheSunshineStateoverthebreak.· 
Like the baseball team, its 10 games 
will count on the team's final win-
loss record. 
Unlike the baseball players, the 
softball team was not in season dur-
1
. , ing the fall, so the players had !he 
opportunity to run the concession 
stands at home football games to 
raise money, head coach Deb 
Palazzi said. 
t In addition, the'team sold cloth-
\ ingandcandyasanextrafundraising 
effort. Through their fundraising 
STUDIES 
FINANCES 
SAFE 
SEX 
efforts the players raised enough 
money to fly to Orlando, she said. 
Out of season teams are eligible 
to work at the concession stands. 
According to Athletic Director Rob-
en Deming, the softball team, men's 
and women's lacrosse teams, and 
the men's and women's swimming 
teams all worked this season's home 
games. 
The teams are drawn at random 
anci the profits are split equally 
among the teams that worked, 
Deming said. 
The teams that are going south 
Spring travel is essen-
tial for most spring 
teams. Due to the 
weather conditions in 
Ithaca, many teams 
practice indoors or 
have games canceled. 
for a spring trip are given priority 
by the athletic department, he said. 
For the most pan, the traveling 
squads fund their own way. The 
only assistance from the athletic 
department is eight dollars a day, 
per person for food, Deming said. 
The teams bid for athletic de-
partment vehicles, which the teams 
will use for free, according to 
Deming. 
Should a team not get an athletic 
vehicle, they must pay to use an 
institution automobile. Deming said 
the department does not pay for 
flight reservations _for the two teams 
that will fly to Florida. 
The women's lacrosse team, 
heading to St Petersburg, Fla., will 
drivetheentiredistance. Whydrive? 
CAREER 
GOALS 
Booster donations fall into two 
categories, .unrestricted and re-
stricted pools, according to Pete 
Moore, secretary of the Booster 
Club. 
The unrestricted pool consists 
of money that is donated for use of 
all athletic teams, Moore said. Ac-
cording to Moore, five teams re-
quested portions of the unrestricted 
pool for a spring trip this year. Re-
stricted pool money is donated to a 
specific atttletic team. 
The crew team will be traveling 
with the largest number of athletes. 
Ninety rowers from the men's and 
women's varsity, as well as both 
novice crews will drive south to 
Augusta, Ga, coach Dan Robinson 
said. 
Oarsmen competed in an Ameri-
can Hean Association Erg-a-thon 
to raise money for both the team 
and the Hean Association, he said. 
The men's lacrosse team is mak-
ing the shortest spring excursion. 
The team will drive to Baltimore to 
play four scrimmages and one regu-
lar season game, head coach Jeff 
Long said. 
Men's lacrosse also participated 
in the football concessions and was 
aided by Booster donations, Long 
said. 
Spring travel is essential for most 
spring teams. Due to the weather 
conditions in Ithaca, many teams 
practice indoors or have games can-
celed. Three teams start their sea-
sons during the break, and upon 
returning have days off before play-
ing in another contest. 
By Stephanie Svacb 
Usually for an athlete to accom-
plish a set goal, he or she must give 
it everything they've got, and more. 
Pushing an athlete's skill level to 
its maximum might upset his or her 
level of consistency, but it can also 
show some surprising results. 
GYMNASTICS 
After the new year, and two vic-
tories over Navy and SUNY 
Brockport, head coach Rick 
Suddaby's gymnastics squad has 
shown much improvement and 
progress. 
Even though Ithaca fell short of 
a victory to Springfield last week-
end,someBombersperformed well. 
Sophomore Nicole Pelletier fin-
ished first on the balance beam, 
while junior Colleen Teal won the 
all-around competition. 
When Ithaca faced Navy on Jan. 
12, Suddaby was able to see some 
impressive results of his coaching. 
Sophomore Tara Cioppa, a first 
year starter, scored a 9.05 on the 
balance beam. 
Pelletier was outstanding on the 
beam with a 9.3, sophomore Mich-
elle Black performed bes tall-around 
with a 34.95, and the Bombers 
brought in a victory over the Mid-
shipmen, 169.25-155.9. 
The Bombers second victory of 
the season came over SUNY 
Brockport, once again over winter 
break. 
Ithaca defeated the Golden 
Eagles 171.2-161.2, with Michelle 
Black scoring a first place finish on 
the vault. 
Suddaby's squad consists of 
eleven women. 
A young team last year, the 
Bombers are now growing up. The 
team is led by the lone senior, Myra 
Smithers. 
The rest of the squad is com-
posed of three juniors, five sopho-
mores and two freshmen. 
"So far, the season has been in-
teresting," Suddaby said. "We took 
a big gamble this season by pushing 
the level of difficulty. It was a nec-
essary jump, and so far, things look 
good. 
"We are less consistent, but our 
skill level has increased. Our hopes 
areatapeak. Wewantourscoresup 
for Nationals. We are really hoping 
for a National title." 
This weekend, Ithaca will be 
hosting MIT. Following this dual 
meet, the Bombers will look for-
ward to the first annual Ithaca Col-
lege Gymnastics invitational. 
Attending this meet will be 
Radford College, SUNY Bridge-
port, SUNY Brockport and host 
Ithaca College. 
"This is a relearning and polish-
ing year combined," Cioppa ~d. 
"We thought it would be a relearn-
ing year, learning the basics and 
slowly expanding. What we've been 
doing, in fact, is pushing our skill 
level harder, and at the same time, 
polishing our basic skills. 
"We are a growing team. The 
transition is exciting." 
Isn't It Time You 
Were Responsible 
For This? 
DRUGS 
DRINKING 
&DRIVING 
DEFINING 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Created By The Students Of The ICAMA As Part Of A Promotional 
Campaign Through The American Marketing Association Collegiate 
Chapter Challeng~ 
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Surging swimmers. take invitational 
By Dickon Geddes 
One of the hottest athletic teams 
on Ithaca's campus at this moment 
is the women's swimming team. 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING 
They soaredto first place in the 
Rochester sprint invitational, and 
surprised head coach Paula Miller 
at the same time. 
'1t was a nice surprise to come 
first overall because all we wanted 
to be wascompetitiveineveryrace," 
Miller said 
Thewomenare8-1 indualmeets, 
and ~ won the Empire Athletic 
Association (EAA)meetlastmonth. 
For this invitational meet, the 
scoring system was different than 
$at of a dual meet. The first place 
team received 20 points, where at a 
dual meet they would receive nine 
points. Ithaca finished with a score 
of 635,and the University of Roch-
ester placed second, with a 543 
score. 
Because this was an invitational 
meet, mostoflthaca's women were 
able to swim in their strongest 
events. 
This included last week's ath-
lete of the week, sophomore Dawn 
SchmalzreidL She requalified for 
the Nationals in the 100 breast-
stroke with a time of 1:09.61 and 
qualified for the 200 Individual 
Medley, with a time of2:14.66. 
"She did very well," Miller said. 
"They were outstanding swims." 
Miller also said that sophomore 
Robin Guon did exceptionally well 
considering the fact that last week 
she was injured and Miller did not 
expect her back into the water until 
this week. 
But it was not all smooth sailing 
for Ithaca. Miller said that there 
were a few poor performances from. 
some women. 
She refused, however, to name 
them. ''Thesepeopleknowwhothey 
are," she said ''They do not need to 
be reminded." 
Miller also said that these poor 
perfonnances possibly happened 
because Ithaca had a tough week, 
and had not rested at all in prepara-
tion for. this meet. However, Miller 
was delighted with the overall re-
sult 
According to Miller, this is the 
strongest squad she has coached 
since she has been at Ithaca. "This 
team this year is very strong in 
depth and talent," Miller said. 
Miller also said that the fresh-
man and sophomores who have 
come in this year have had a little 
more background than previous 
classes. 
This apparently could be for a 
variety of reasons, one of which is 
that high schools are instituting 
more swim programs so that stu-
dents have more opportunities to 
swim competitively before they go 
to college. 
, The Bombers' next meet is 
against Colgate, and the women, 
according to Miller, willfmdittough 
going. 
Ithaca has never beaten Colgate 
on the road Miller is very aware of 
the fact that the team will have to 
swim extremely well. 
"Itisalmostlikethemeetagainst 
Bloomsburg," she said. "We have 
to swim well in every single event, 
we can not afford to make one mis-
take." 
AgainstBloomsburg, the Bomb-
ers were defeated, 148-93. 
Because of the toughness of this 
meet, Miller said that she was going 
to field her strongest lineup pos-
sible. . 
"We want to go right after them, 
we are not going to back off." 
After Colgate, the team ttavels 
back to Rochester for a dual meet 
against the University of Rochester, 
and Miller S?id that she will prob-
ably mix the lineup a bit 
Alfred falls to improving squad Join The 
Ithacan news 
writing staff 
By Edward D. Ecker 
Archrival Alfred University 
came to the South Hill last weekend 
to face the Ithaca men's swimming 
squad, and it turned out to be a close 
competition. 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
Ithaca entered this year's dual 
meet detennined to be victorious, 
despite a 5-5-1 record that hardly 
represents this teams integrity. 
According to coach Kevin 
Markwardt, "A big win like ·this 
almost assures us of a winning sea-
son." 
The competition was held on 
Saturday in the Hill Center Pool. 
In the past, the Bombers and The Bomber squad swam by Alfred, 
Saxons have battleditoutfornum- defeating them 131-110. 
ber one in divisional play. Senior co-captains Dan Guerrera 
Often, competition for the divi- andScottPodolsky,andsophomore 
sional championship has come Greg Szyluk all provided the back-
down to the wire. bone for the Bomber victory. 
Last year, Ithaca edged out Guerreraplacedfirstinthe 1000-
Alfred in one of the last relay races yard freestyle and the 200-yard 
to hold onto a perfect season. · breaststroke events with times of 
INVENTORY 
CLEARANCE 
DUE TO THE CLOSING OF 
OUR COLLEGE AVENUE STORE 
ALL INVENTORY HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED TO 
* CAYUGA MALL 
and 
* 537 W. STATE ST. 
20i/o • 70°/o OFF 
ALL IN STORE INVENTORY 
DOWNTOWN 
537 W. STATE ST. 
277-4360 
llT.13 ATIUJ'IIAMMD 
'257-2400 
CAfflaAs ~· 
•ntHHIGS. 
. ~ 
INSrANT PASSPOlll'eVISAe ID PHOTOS. EXPERTREPAJRS 
IUV e IIENT e 'IRADE e ONE DAY PHO'IOIEIMCE 
10:13.28 and 2:17.57 respectively. 
In addition, Podolsky and Szyluk 
each contributed to the overall vic-
tory as three-event winners. 
Podolsky won the 100 and 200 
yard freestyle events, outswimming 
the competition with times of 49 .62 
and 1-:48.73. 
Szyluk captured the 200-yard 
backstrokeand200individual med-
ley with times of 1:57.96 and 
2:02.45. 
Together, Szyluk and Podolsky 
teamed with senior Eric Trenczer 
and sophomore Steve Wilson to 
finish first in the 400 medley relay. 
The efforts of sophomore Joe 
Brucie should not go unnoticed ei-
ther. 
Brucie was dominating, taking 
both the one and three meter diving 
events. 
He scored 247.05 in the three-
meter dive, and 216.9 in the one-
meter plunge. 
The return of. freshman Joe 
V ecchioshould help the team down 
the road. 
Vecchio returned to the squad 
last week, after being reinstated by 
an academic review board. 
· "I'm just looking forward to per-
fQnning well at states,'! Vecchio 
said. 
The Bombers record is now 6-5-
1. On Feb. 1, the swimmers will 
travel to Rochester to battle the 
Yellow Jackets. 
Contact Joe 
Porlettq at The 
Ithacan off ice, 
Park 269, 
or call 27 4-3207 
PROBLEMS IN DEMOCRACY: 
TIE ISRAELI POLITICAL. SYSTEM 
- How it works, how it doesn't-
With ·Prof. Fred Lazin, Ben Gurion Univ., Beesheba, Israel 
Sunday, February 2 at 7 p.m. 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center 
* * * * * * Sponsored by: Friends of Israel & Hillel 
WHAT IS ISLAM? 
Find out tonight with , · 
Prof. David Powers, Near Eastern Studies at Cornell Univ. 
Thursday, Jan. 30 at 7:30 p.m. 
Moller Chapel Sanctuary 
-A Program for Religious Diversity Month -
Sponsored by: I.C. Divers~ty Awareness Committee & I.C. Interfaith Council 
Find out at th~ next News. Wr~ters' meeting held 
·everyTh~rsday at 9 p.m. All ~ajors are welcome. 
~o exper1~~ce nec~ry. ~a11 ·27 4-3207 or stop 
into The fthacan office 1n·Park·269. · 
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Wrestling ---
continued from page 25 
with the victory. 
In the first match of the night, 
1 is-pound freshman ChrisMatteoti 
Jost a 10-6 decision to Cornell's 
Jim Meckley. Spates was pleased 
with Meckley's perfonnance. "I 
really had confidence in Jimmy. I 
Jcnew he'd be competitive, ·but I 
thought he wrestled a heck of a 
match." 
Perhaps the biggest surprise of 
the night was Karl Zenie. The 167-
poundertookNew Y~kS_~cham-
pion Mike New to the lnmL New 
scored a takedown in the final sec~ 
onds IO win 10-7. "Karl had him"in 
· trouble, but I think in the last few 
~onds he lost his strategy," Murray 
said. 
In the 134-pound match, Lenny 
Bruehwiler lost 10-5 to Mike 
Y ancosky. "Bruehwiler was a little 
asleep when he went out,"Murray 
said. . 
The Bombers have been having 
some trouble with the middle 
weights, as 150-pounder Matt 
Sorochinsky has been out with an 
injury. Chris Olive stepped up to 
take his place, but was defeated by 
Glenn Walter by a technical fall. 
Desktop Publishing - by the hour! 
• Resumes • Newsletters • Reports • Forms • Flyers 
kinko•s· 
the copy center 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
409 College Ave 
273-0050 
Women's hoop-
continuec1 from back page 
had the flu and saw limited playing 
time. This forced IC to rely more on 
zone defenses, which allowed 
Brown more shooting freedom. 
"The.help-side defense is diffi-
cult to learn. There are some things 
inherent in the game only experi-
ence can teach, and this is one of 
them," Pritchard said. 
Maura Keenan led IC with 14 
points and 12 rebounds. Karen 
Fischer and Tiffany Shaff er each 
scored 10 points. 
Men's hoop 
Continued from back page 
ing, they were down by three, 33-
30.Elmirathenscoredalayupwhich 
they were fouled on. The free throw 
was good and they had a six-point 
lead at the half. 
Ithaca took the lead late in the 
second half, as Pete Kowal hit a 
three-pointer with 5: 12 to go in the 
game to put Ithaca up by four, 57-
53. 
That's when Kowal made the 
first big mistake of the game. He 
was then given a technical on the 
other end of the court after arguing 
a foul the referee called on him. The 
Elmira shooter only hit one of the 
four foul shots, but on their ensuing 
possession, they hit a three-pointer 
to tie the score at 57 with 4:45 to go 
in the game. 
Elmira hit two jumpshots in a 
row to give them a four-point lead. 
However, freshmen forward 
LaBron Toles went to the foul line 
and hit both shots, and the lead was 
cut down to two, 63-61, with 2:20 
remaining. Kowal went the line 15 
seconds later and did the same to tie 
the score at 63. 
Elmira then decided the game 
by scoring a layup with one minute 
IC 86, St. Lawrence S9 
After the loss to William Smith, 
Pritchard said she was unsure what 
the team's reaction would be against 
St. Lawrence. 
"We were either going to be su-
per charged or super flat. It was 
great to come back that strong," 
Pritchard said. 
While Tibbles returned to the 
starting lineup with 15 points, 
Kristen Kinne missed the game 
because of back spasms. 
Sears, Fischer, Keenan and 
Griffith all reached double figures 
in scoring. 
remaining and the player was fouled 
by Paul Walker. The Soaring Eagles 
hit the free throw to give Elmira the 
final three-point lead. 
Toles led IC with 16 points and 
nine rebounds while Dunne added 
11 and Kowal hit double figures 
with 10. 
The team hosted two Eastern 
Athletic Association league games 
in the Ben Light Gym. They en-
tered these two games with an 
undefeated 3-0 league record and 
were in first place in the league. 
However, Hobart College man-
aged to destroy Ithaca's perfect 
league record as they defeated the 
Bombers in triple overtime on Sat-
urday afternoon, 93-90. 
The Bombers had played well 
forthefull55minutesbuttheStates-
men were still able to get them to . 
play at their pace. The first half was 
full of constant league changes and 
the Bombers held a one-point lead 
at halftime. The Statesmen were in 
the game which was a surprise from 
the 1-9 team, 1-3 in the EAA. 
The second half was not much 
different from the firsL The teams 
went into overtime tied at 72. 
With 2:02 remaining, Hobart had 
a 78-76 lead. Walker hit an 18-
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Pritchard said the player-to-
player defense was effective in con-
trolling St. Lawrence's offense. 
Next up 
This weekend Ithaca plays 
Hartwick and RPI, both away. Ear-
lier this season, William Smith de-
feated Hartwick by one and RPI by 
six. 
Pritchard said the keys to the 
weekend will be I C's defensive suc-
cess. 
Pritchardsaid, "There'snotmuch 
you can change now--you go into 
thedomode. You make them adjust 
to your style." 
footer with 30 seconds to go and the 
game went into its second overtime 
with the two teams tied at 78. 
The Statesmen held a three-point 
lead with 22 seconds remaining 
when Archie McEachem sank a 
three-pointer to tie the score at 84 
with two seconds to go. 
The Bombers trailed by five with 
2: 10 left in the third overtime, but 
Dunnehita three-pointer with 1:51 
to go and Toles tied the game at 90 
when he scored off a rebound. With 
one second remaining, Hobart's 
Sean Casey threw upa three-pointer 
· that swished through the basket and 
it was all over. 
Friday evening was a more posi-
tive one for the Bombers, as they 
not only defeated the RIT Tigers, 
77-70, but McEachern became the 
10th player in Bomber basketball 
history to reach the 1,000-point 
mark. He had 16points in the game, 
all from three point shots, and 
reached 1,000 on the fourth one. 
"It was a nice night for Archie 
and we are pleased for him," Baker 
said. "It's something I'll look back 
and smile upon," McEachem said. 
IC was never in serious trouble 
in the game, as they took a large 
first-half lead and held on. 
Would you like to find- out more about the various majors here at Ithaca College? 
Then come to the ... 
MAJORS FAIR 
You can learn about: 
eDepartment requirements 
eAreas of Concentration 
eRelated career and graduate school information 
Faculty members and explorat?ry pe~r advisors will be available _to provide you with 
up-to-date information on specific maJors and answer your questions or concerns. 
If you need to declare a major or a minor, or if you would like to find out more about 
the academic and career options in your major, then plan on attending. _ 
Co-sponsored by the Office of Career Planning & Placement 
and the Dean's Office, School of Humanities and Sciences 
~. , : . \;; 
~- ... _ _.-
~ ~ ,, I, • •• ..-. • ' -,-_ -___ .... _-__ -_,-_ .... :2.-.,-.. -.-.. -, ......... _"", -, ,""_, .. _""'. -~·,-__ -.-, -_-.... , _ .. ___ -__ ._ .. , "", , ... -, "' .. -. , ••• _ .. _, -. _-,,-.-,-.. , ..-,.:' I 
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Howland---
conttnuec1 from back page 
In 1991alone,Howlandrecorded 
_a school,, -record 16 shutouts and 
posted a microscopic 0.33 goals 
against average. 
"I've tried to lower the amount 
of goals I give up each season," she 
said. "When I play up to my full 
potential, I expect to get a shutout." 
Her confidence is well-founded, 
considering her numerous school 
records, including 44 shutouts, a 
career 0.36 goals against average, 
and a .924 save percentage. 
No one appreciated her stingi-
ness more than head coach Pat 
Farmer, who acknowledges that 
"Beth's confidence rubbed off on 
the other players, giving them the 
feeling that even if they made a 
mistake,shewould be there to make 
the big save." 
It's safe to say that Howland 
reserved her best performances for 
the postseason, as.her 11-1 mark 
with 11 shutouts will attesL She 
remembers her biggest win as the 
2-0 shutout over Methodist (N.C.) 
in the 1989 national semifinals. 
"I think that game showed me 
that this program had the potential 
to be national champions, not only 
in terms of talent but also charac-
ter," Howland said. Ithaca lost the 
national championship game the 
next day, but captured it in both 
1990 and 1991, the latter victory a 
1-0 thriller over UC-San Diego in 
the finals. 
According to Farmer, "Beth 
made the finest save of her career. 
She was definitely a big-game 
player and rose up to the level of her 
competition." 
Howland leaves behind an im-
pressive trail of statistics. Her shut-
out total ranks third all-time in col-
legiate women's soccer history and 
her goals against average comes in 
at fourth. · 
Reflecting back on her career, 
Howland admits, "I'm sad that my 
career is over, but it's the players 
and coaches I've oecome close to 
that I'm really going to miss." 
Sophomore defensive standout 
Megan Collins, who was MVP of 
the 1991 playoffs, realizes that next 
year's squad will have to fill the 
leadership void left by Howland. 
"Beth kept the team together both 
on and off the field, and her confi-
dence and self-assurance carried 
overtotherestoftheteam,"Collins 
said. 
It's interesting that for all lier 
impressive records, Howland' s last-
ing impression on her coach and 
teammatesderivedfrom the strength 
of her personality and not the stat 
sheet. 
Shaw----
: Continued from back page 
during preseason of his· freshman 
year and in five of his last six.games 
he recorded shutouts. 
But in that sixth game every-
thing was put on hold, as Shaw 
suffered a compound fracture that 
sidelined him for the rest of the 
season. The doctors were not sure if 
he would be able to play again. 
Shaw didn't agree. "I twas obviously 
disappointing, bl!~ there was never 
any doubt in m·y mind that I was 
going to play again." 
Head coach Andy Byrne be-
lieved in him as well. "Zac had a lot 
of talent and he worked hard to 
rehabilitate his leg," Byrne said. 
, It was during his~homore year 
that Shaw experienced his greatest 
inspiration. "My sister was named 
to thehighschoolAll-Americateam 
and I remember· watching her re-
ceive that award. She wanted to 
achieve that more than anything. II 
Shaw remembers never receiving· 
many awards in high school. "Our 
team wasn't that good so·it was easy 
to be overlooked," Shaw said. 
But it's hard to overlook his ac-
complishments at Ithaca. Shaw 
holds school records for shutouts 
(31), wins (31) and goals against 
(6). He was also a big part in the 
Bombers' first win over nationally-
ranked league foe RIT in 10 years. 
"That is my best memory of my 
days at IC," Shaw said. "That was 
truly a team effort. We had come so 
close for so long." 
With all the records and achieve-
ments, Shaw remains relatively 
low-key. "fm really happy I re-
ceived these terrific honors, it's a 
weird terrific though because it's an 
individual award, but I couldn't 1¥ive 
done it without my team's help." 
, ,, , , ·,: ,.., -- ,-:·,,, 
YouVe Just Been Oeared 
ForTakeOff 
You can get a lot more out oflife when 
you set your sights a little 
higher. Which 
is what applying 
for the American Express" 
Card is all about. When you get the 
Card, its easier to do the things you want 
to do. And with the student savings that 
come along with it, you can do even more. 
Fly roundtrip on Continental 
for less than $100 each way. 
Student Cardmembers receive four travel 
certificates. They can be used to fly any-
where Continental Airlines flies in the 
48 contiguous United States. Two for the 
school year, and two for the summer~ 
Depending on where you fly, each 
school year travel certifi-
cate is good for 
$129 or $189 round-
trip-and each summer travel 
the Card will say a lot about you. For one 
thing it says you have a handle on what you 
spend, so you don't have to carry over a bal, 
ance. It also says youi.-e smart enough not to 
pay interest charges that can really add up. 
So take a few minutes certificate is good for $149 or 
$199 roundtrip. Airfare examples now to call (have based on desfination. 
YourSchool your bank address 
Rouocltrip, Year fare and aCCOUnt number 
New York-Los Angeles - $ 189 d ~ d } 
Savings that upgrade 
your lifestyle. 
As a student Cardmember you 
get more than great travel sav-
Boston-Orlando $129 rea Yh an app Y 
$129 for the American San Francisco-Denver 
'-----------------' 
ings. You also save money on everything 
from clothing to long distance phone calls. 
All for a $55 annual fee. 
Obviously, savings like these say a lot 
about the value of the Card. And having 
. Express Card. 
With all that the Card offers you, not 
even the sky is the limit. 
THE CARD. 
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS" CARD. 
Get going, call 1-800--967--AMEX. 
.t 
:-
' -~ 
If you're already a Cardmember. there's no need to call. 
'School yoear is considered Sept, I-June 14, summer June 15-Aug. 31. Complete tcrmsand conditions of this navel offer will arrive with your certificates. 
Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance. 
, © 1992 American Express Travel Related ServiccsCompatl\l Inc. 
-·· .... ·----------------------- -· ------
-.:• 
.: .. • { 1 r- .. \ \ ~. ! , , ~. ·l, r 
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Two days, two different results 
Bombers get 
hammered by 
Big Red 
By Aaron Williams · 
When you face one of the pre-
mier Division I schools in the coun-
try, you don't expect to do well. 
WRESTLING 
The Ithaca college wrestling 
team went across town to take on 
Cornell, the 13th ranked team in 
Division I. The Big Red showed 
why they are so good, dominating 
the meet by a score of 28-9. Earlier 
in the clay, Cornell ran over the 
UniversityofBuffalo,34-3. "I think 
that when you have a match in the 
afternoon you tend to be a little bit 
more warmed up," Ithaca head 
coach John Murray said. 
The Bombers did get some su-
perb performances from their big 
men, as 190 pounder Dan Uhteg 
and Heavyweight Steve Farr 
grabbed victories. 
Uhteg had a close match with 
Brian Marcineck, winning 3-2. 
"Uhteg'satoughkid Helosttothis 
Ithaca continues to dominate 
Division III opponents 
By Aaron Williams 
When you only have four meets 
at home, you have to make the best 
of them. 
After getting demolished by Di-
vision I powerhouse Cornell Fri-
day, the Ithaca College wrestling 
team hosted SUNY Albany on Sat-
urday. 
The Bombers dominated from 
the opening match, winning 38-6. 
"I think we wrestled well," Ithaca 
head coach John Murray said. 
At the 118 pound division, Chris 
Matteoti scored a technical fall over 
the Great Danes' Steve Mitola. "I 
was kind of happy about the way I 
wrestled at the end," Matteoti said. 
After last night's loss to Cornell's 
Jim Meckley, Matteoti was pre-
pared. "I think that loss helped in a 
way so I could refocus again." 
The big men once again domi-
nated for Ithaca, as Kar1Zenie(l67), 
Dan Uhteg (190), and Steve Farr 
(Heavyweight) all scored victories. 
well that clay. 
Farr remains undefeated (10-0) 
in dual meet competition so far this 
season. 
An impressive performance was 
turned in by l 50~pounder Chris 
Olive. He pinned Chris Bors in the 
first period with a quick fireman's 
carry. Mike Murtha, wrestling at 
177 pounds, Jost a close 11-7 deci-
sion to Jon Schlosser. "His heart 
was there but unfortunately he 
couldn't overcome the point 
spread," Murray said. 
Murray is looking forward to 
Feb. 21, when the national qualifier 
is held He feels that his team needs 
to learn from his mistakes. "We 
don't want that to cost us anything 
at the national qualifier." 
"As a team, we're peaking. 
We're going to peak at the right 
time at the-nationals. It's a close 
team now and I think at the end it 
will benefit." Matteoti said. 
· kid'[Marcineck] last weekend at the 
state meet so this really meant some-
thing to him," Murray_ said. 
Ithacan/Tor Seemann 
Lenny Bruehwller ('92) controls Cornell's Mark Fergeson In the 134 
w~lght class Friday night at Teagle Hall In Cornell. 
· "IthinkKarldidagreatjob. Thekid 
he pinned [Randy Shaw] was good 
and very successful for Albany." 
Murray said. 
Farr only won, 3-2, but he con-
trolled the match. ..The kid [Al 
Gordon] that Farr wrestled is kind 
of difficult to score on. He doesn't 
have a lot of offensive weapons, 
and he just sort of hangs there and 
looks to give him some points if 
you give him some," Murray said. 
He also said Farr wasn't feeling too 
The Bombers, who are ranked 
seventh in the Jan. 22 National 
Collegiate Athletic Association . 
(NCAA) poll, take on St. Lawrence 
on Feb. I. 
The Bombers then travel to Buf-
falo to take on the Bulls before they 
return home against SUNY 
Cortland on Feb. 15th. 
"Last week I was sort of hesitant 
and afraid to do some stuff," Uhteg 
said. "I had to come back on and 
tum it on strong." 
competition. He defeated Mike Ithaca's other win came from 
Litke, 14-7. thehandsofKentMaslin. The 142-
Intheheavyweightdivision,Farr 
has been strong all year, and is 
undefeated this season in dual meet 
"Farrisjustahammer," Cornell pound sophomore took a 6-3 deci-
head coach Jack Spates said, "He's sion over Ed Ramsey. "Maslin did 
not a big heavyweight, but he's got areal nice job," said Murray. Maslin 
a big heart and 'I give him a lot of upped his record to 21-3 
credit." See "Wrestling," page 23 
After their match with the Red 
Dragons, the Bombers start the 
march to the national champion-
ships, which take place on Mar. 6 
and 7. 
················ ········· 
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The 
Protestant Comntunity 
is looking forward to seeing you ... 
for Worship ... 
Sundays at 11:30 a.m. 
Muller Chapel 
Deacons (f rotestant Loving Care) 
Sundays after church Ounch provided!) 
. Bible Study 
Mondays, 4 P.M., Muller Chapel 
"Women & the Bible" 
w / D. Wheatley, Pastor of the Oak Ave. Lutheran Church 
Others TBA 
P.C. Council 
Tuesday lunch, 12:10 - 12:50 
Laub Room, Muller Chapel 
(NEW!!l Wednesdays at 4 P.M. 
for communion & Bible study 
with Rick Bair, Pastor of the Oak Ave. Lutheran Church 
Muller Chapel . 
Retreat 
~eb. 28th and 29th at the Cayuga Nature Center 
Drop by the Chaplain's Offi~e for mos! any n;ason ... 
Prot.estant Chaplain: Rev. EileE:n J. Wmter-D Angelo 
. :·- ·."· . . Muller Chapel, downstau-s 274-3185 . 
'1;,'-tHl'.~l ···. 
Hem's what you missed if you were not 
among the 1,000 Students, faculty and 
Staff who stopped by last year: 
Electronic· Publishing, Future Trends, 
Portable Computing, Computer Graphics, 
CD-ROM, Multimedia, Compu~ers & 
Music, Scientific Applications, Word 
Processing, Networking, Animation, 
Image ProceE;sing, Computer Art, 
Interactive Video, and a whole lot more. 
Don't be left out this year. Plan to attend. 
Thursday, February 20 + Emerson Sones. Campos Center. + 9am -4pm 
· _ $ponsored by Acadenuc Compuµng Servi~s ti.The ~~acan . ,:. : . ........... 11111111 _________________ ___ 
• 
~ • ..1, 
... 
,._,l 
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It cant do launq[Y or find you a date, . 
but it can help you find more time for both . 
The new Apple· Macintosh·' Classic" II 
computer makes it easier for you to juggle 
classes, activities, projects, and term papers-
and still find time for what makes college 
life real life. 
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh 
Classic system that's ready to help you get 
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up 
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-
processor, which means you can run even 
the most sophisticated applications with ease. 
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk 
. . _ - ._ - _ .:::: : , , -,_. ;-- , , ___ _,· .:: , :·- _ In addition to its built-in cap_abilities, the 
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up 
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you 'II be able to 
run several applications at once and work 
with large amounts of data. 
If you already own a Macintosh Classic, ;=~~=-:- ~=:..~::~ { · and want the speed and flexibil\ty of a 
,. __ Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an 
_ . · - - _. -- _ : - - upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes 
and it's affordable. 
To put more time on your side, consider 
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk. 6 ~Owen drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and See us for a demonstration today, and while 
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to _ · -- - _ you're in, be sure to ask us for details 
exchange information easily with , •. > ,0 ;'. ., ..... ;~ .:vll"i: .• _11-.; .,~-~~: . r,~ ·m·-~· .,.,.\ about the Apple Computer Loan. 
almost any other kind of computer. / : __ : .. \ ,.w: J::,t-.:.\::,l:_:·1,·.:l:~\::t::l·:-'-:~~-'.:::'. -·-: -::. ·:. ·:: It'll be time well spent. L ,.,,w,_ -~' • t,,,,.-,,_,~,"'""''1=,,\i .. ,\1-i,-'it,,.~ .. ~·, '<'• ,-,-, ,~, •«" " --·----., 
.t.:.,t· ·t :··: .•. I~"': • ~ ·,< .. -:~· -
Introducing the Macintosh Classic II. 
For nwre information contact: CINfflURG----...,... 
The Educational Purchase Coordinator in Muller 102 
274-3030 
or ... 
Connecting Point.~ 
COMPUTER CENTERS 
your Authorized Education Sales Cons11/1ant 
Patricia Menotti 315-253-5951 
f)l 1Nl \ppk l c1111p111t·r lnL \ppk· ttw "-pp1t· h1~11 .md \1.1Lmlo,h Jrt: rt·i.:1,1rrt·ll trJ1k111 Ir~~ 111tl ~11111:rllml' ,, 11rull'm.1rk uf Appll· ( tJlllflllll'T, lnl :\I\ IX)\ 1, ,1 ng1,tl·rnl 1r:1tkm.1rk of \111 rir,11(1 ( 11rpur.111tm 
( I 1"1L 1,.1 rt·~1,1lrt·1l trJ,knurl u,lil 11mltr littJl,L 11\ \11plt ( 111111a1ll'r 1111 llu, J1I 1\,1, 1 rt·Jtltl u,111g~l.111111cl\l1 t11n111u1t·r, 
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Some questions and answers 
·about . 
~ 
• Who runs ,. i- , e Ithacan. 
However, it i ---~ student-ru '. 
¼ 
will appear ilj he paper, an 
the newspa .. :·-" wfiat it "ca 
w· 
• How doe."x~ e Ithacan g 
editors, rep -~~rs, photogra ~--
newspapers~:" e Ithacan re : 
newspaper. 
I ACA 
• Who can ~:!,;rk for The It . ca - An 
dedicated stf~rembers to ),1-rv ~- rep 
0 
-·~LS~' 0 0 ~ U 1 b representahVi--::-_::_; 1nce 1t 1s ";· ar ::.- --, a -
Students also \ ½. not have ,, be ·; . of th 
\?-'.< participate on __ :, ,:· staff. 
~'.®-
• When can I j m 
School Auditoriu , 
interested in report· 
y Ithaca College. 
ts decide what 
e does not tell 
f of about40 
Like most 
I 
ple outside the 
ys looking for 
dvertising 
essary. 
sin order to 
Other questions, co or suggestions? Contact Editor-in Chief Christa Anoll 
or Managing Editor Jim nno at 274-3207, or Paul Heaton, Manager of Student 
Publications, at 274.:.1036. Our office is located in Park Communications 269. 
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Ithacan Sports BY THE NUMBERS 
Compiled by Aaron Williams 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
January 23-January 29 January 30-February 5 
Women's.Swimming and Diving at 
Rochester 
~n's Basketball C7-8, 4-1 EAA) Jan. 25 Jan.30 
Jan. 24 Ithaca 131, Alfred 110 No teams in action Ithaca 77, RIT 70 
Jan.25 
Hobart 93, Ithaca 90 3OT 
Jan.28 
Elmira 70, Ithaca 65 
Women's Basketball (8-4, 3-1 EAA) 
Jan.24 
Ithaca 66, RIT 43 
Jan.25 
William Smith 65, Ithaca 60 
Jan 27 
Ithaca vs. Sl Lawrence 
Men's Swimming C6-5-1l 
Jan.21 
Colgate 155, Ithaca 82 
NCAA -
WRESTLING POLL 
NCAA Division Ill Wrestling rankings 
(as of Jan. 29) 
1. Augsburg 
2 .. John Carroll 
3. SUNY Brockport 
4. Trenton State 
5. Delaware Valley 
6. Ithaca 
7. Central (la.) 
8. Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
9. Sl Lawrence 
10. Augustana 
11. Buena Vista 
12. Rhode Island 
13. SUNY Binghamton 
14. Moravian (Pa.) 
15. Loras (la.) 
Women's Swimming (9-l) 
Jan.25 
1st at Rochester Sprints 
Jan.29 
Ithaca 140, Colgate 104 
Wreslllng (7-3) 
Jan.24 
Cornell 28, Ithaca 9 
Jan.25 
Ithaca 38, SUNY Albany 6 
Gymnastics {3-1) 
Jan.25 
Springfield 177.0, Ithaca 171.85 
Jan.29 
Ithaca 170.7 vs. Cornell 167.75 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
STANDINGS 
Empire Athletic Association standings 
(as of Jan. 28) 
Team w !. 
Ithaca 4 1 
Hartwick 4 1 
RPI 3 2 
Hobart 2 3 
St. Lawrence 2 3 
RIT 2 3 
Alfred 2 3 
Clarkson 1 4 
Note: Ithaca plays 5 of its last 7 games 
on the road, Hartwick plays 5 of its last 
7 on the road. · 
Special to The Ithacan/ 
Patricia Reynolds 
Archie McEachern 
The senior from Kittery, ME 
scored his 1,000 ca~eer point 
during Ithaca's n-70 win over 
RIT on Friday. McEachern had 
16 points In that contest, 
Including 4 three-pointers. 
Against Hobart on Saturday, 
the guard shot four of eight 
from three-point range and 
seven of eight from the foul line 
en route to scoring 19 points. 
For the season, McEachern 
leads the team with 24 three-
pointers, shooting 33.8 percent 
from that range. He Is the third 
leading scorer on the team, 
with an average of 9.6 points 
per game. McEachern is also 
one of the top free throw 
shooters on the team, at 73.7%. 
Jan.31 
Women's Baasketball at Hartwick 
6p.m. 
Men's Basketball at Hartwick 
8 p.m 
Feb.1 
Wrestling at St. Lawrence duals 
10 p.m 
Men's and Women's Track and Field at 
Hamilton Invitational 
12 p.m 
Gymanstics vs. MIT 
1 p.m. 
Men's Swimming and Diving at Roches-
ter 
ELMIRA 70, 
ITHACA65 
Men 
Ithaca (7-8) 
1 p.m. 
Sullivan 2-10 2-3 6; Walker 3-6 0-0 6; 
Toles 7-10 2-2 16; Kowal 3-9 2-2 10; 
Dunne 3-7 4-411; McEachern 1-50-03; 
Lifgren 0-1 0-0 O; Stapleton 3-6 0-1 6; 
Dunham 2-3 3-4 7. Totals: 24-57 13-16 
65. 
Elmira (11-6) 
Jusianiec 4-8 0-0 8; Emerson 3-6 5-6 12; 
Bega 8-116-722; Gatto 2-6 2-2 7; Egan 
3-71-2 9; McGovern 1-2 0-0 2; Leiter 1-
6 0-0 2; Mustico 0-1 0-2 O; Beaudoin 3-
50-08; Duffy0-00-20. Totals:25-5214-
21 70. 
Halftime: Elmira 36, Ithaca 30 
2 p.m. 
Women's Basketball at Rensselaer 
2p.m. 
Men's Basketball at Rensselaer 
4p.m. 
Feb.2 
No teams in action 
Feb.3 
No teams in action 
Feb.4 
Women'sBasketballvs SUNYOswego 
7p.m. 
Feb.5 
Gymnastics at SUNY Cortland 
7p.m. 
ITHACA 86, 
ST. LAWRENCE 59 
Women 
Ithaca (9-4, 4-1) 
Perniciaro 3-6 0-0 6; Fischer 4-13 2-4 
10; Griffith 6-13 0-0 12; McLaughlin 0-0 
0-0 O; Shaffer 3-8 0-0 6; Tibbles 6-8 3-4 
15; Boucher 3-4 0-1 6; Keenan 5-8 2-4 
12; Cox 1-2 0-0 2; Kolb 0-1 0-0 O; Sears 
6-7 5-6 17. Totals: 37-74 12-19 86. 
St. Lawrence (2-10, 1-3) · 
Saunderson 0-3 0-0 O; Ommundsen 2-7 
2-56;Southwick0-60-00; Brooks 2-80-
0 4; Goehle 3-9 0-0 6; McNichols 7-11 0-
015; Eydenburg 1-6 0-1 2; Hall 1-50-0 
2; Breen 3-4 0-0 6; Dupuis 9-15 0-1 18. 
Totals: 28-75 2-7 59. 
Halftime: Ithaca 49, St. Lawrence 32 
~
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*Thursday is Keg Night 
*Fridays· and Saturdays 
are Ithaca College Nights 
*Come for music, DJ, 
and dancing 
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- Teams -finalize spring break 
travel p_lans 
Women swimmers-dominate-in 
Rochester, men top Alfred 
Grapplers fall to Cornell, 
demolish Albany State 
-- ••. p~ge 25 
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Field hockey 
players excel 
off the field 
By Scott D. Matthews 
and Willie Rubenstein 
· College coursework isn't easy, 
andcollegiatefieldhockeyisn'tany 
day at the beach either. It talces a lot 
of effort to successfully maintain 
both sticks and studies. Two Ithaca 
College players have been cited for 
their ability to do just that. 
INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
Junior Amy Margolis and 
sophomore Cynthia Caldwell were 
recently named 1991 AcademicAll-
Americans. 
Margolis is a forward from 
Attleboro, Mass. She scored the 
first three goals of her collegiate 
career· this season. Margolis, re-
garded as an excellent defensive 
forward, majors in exercise science. 
Caldwell, a defender, hails from 
Westboro, Mass. She recorded one 
assist last season, ·and majors in 
therapeutic recreation. 
• Women's basketba11 standout 
Karen Fischer moved into 10th 
place on the career scoring list. 
Fischer achieved that mark during 
the Bombers' loss to William Smith 
by scoring 10 points. 
The junior from Huntington.NY 
has accumulated 568 points. Fischer 
has played only 57 games; the next 
lowest number in the top 10 is 69 by 
Tracy Olson (1981-84), holder of 
sixth place. 
• Both the men's and women's in-
door track teams have hit the trail 
on their seasons. 
Both squads participated in the 
Cornell Invitational on Saturday. 
The men's team saw five runners 
qualify for the state indoor champi-
onships. 
Junior Jason Jackson was fourth 
inboththe55and200-meterdashes. 
Junior Mike Mulligan was also a 
qualifier in .the 3,000-meter run. 
Junior Steve Palumbo was second 
in the 35-pound hammer throw. _ 
Senior David Fields was fourth in 
the long jump, and freshman Colin 
Hoddinott cleared 6 feet 2 inches 
in the high-jump. 
As for the women, seven mem-
bers of the squad were state qualifi-
ers.Junior Ann Marie DelSignore 
was fourth in the 3,000-meter run. 
Other qualifiers were junior Amy 
Vanaskie in the 55-meter dash, 
sophomore Demile Robinson in 
the 55-meter hurdles, senior Mary 
Halloran placed sixth in the 1,000-
meter run, senior Shelley Pace in 
the 100-meter dash, junior Laura 
Young in th_e 800 and freshman 
I,,ori Williams in the 400 meters. 
•• 
The men's hoop team faces two 
critical games at Hartwick and RPI 
this weekend. They need at least 
one win ao stay near the top of the 
EAA. , 
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Going in opposite directions? 
Pritchard's 
·squad steps up 
level of play 
By Christa Anoll 
Winning does not always trans-
late to a positive. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
The women's basketball team's 
most disappointing perfonnance of 
the season came in its 66-43 win 
Friday against RIT. 
"I was very frustrated. Our de-
fense came out flat. "Wedidn'tgive 
the extra effort needed to stop 
someone," head coach Christine 
Pritchard said. "It was the most 
disappointing game of the season." 
The Bombers used full court 
player-to-player defense to estab-
lish a 14-0 lead with less than six 
minutes gone in the first half. 
By halftime, IC had used a com-
bination of zone and player defenses 
for a 33-16 lead. 
The Bombers scored 33 points 
in the second half, while holding 
RITto27. 
Amy Griffith and Kristen Kinne 
led the Bombers in scoring with 11 
and 10 points respectively. Maura 
Keenan and MaLisa Sears pulled 
down 12 and 10 rebounds each. 
William Smith 65, IC 60 
Pritchard attributed the listless-
ness against RIT to the team look-
ing ahead to the William Smith 
game the next day. 
"They knew when the big game 
was and they were prepared men-
tally for William Smith," Pritchard 
said. . 
In the preseason Empire Ath-
letic Association (EM) poll, the 
Ithacan I Tor Seemann 
Ithaca's Malisa Sears releases a shot during William Smith's 65-60 
victory over the Bombers Saturday, Jan. 25. 
Herons were picked to finish first 
and the Bombers second. Ithaca's 
loss moved tham to 3-1 in the con-
ference. William Smith remained 
undefeated and in first place, at4-0. 
IC had an early 6-2 lead, but 
William Smith tied the score at 13, 
with 13 minutes left in the half. The 
teams traded baskets until the two-
minute mark, when William Smith 
scored seven consecutive points to 
end the half. The Herons led 34~26 
at half time. 
William Smith opened the sec-
ond half in much the same way they 
ended the first. They hit two three-
pointers and extended their lead to 
16 with 15:21 left. 
IC chipped away at the Heron 
lead, and was within three with two 
minutes leftat6 l-58. They came no 
closer, losing 65-60. 
According to Pritchard, one of 
the keys was Ithaca's inability to 
contain Melissa Brown. Brown 
scored25 points for William Smith. 
Pritchard said that Ithaca had 
planned to use its help side player-
to-player defense to limit Brown's 
offensive output Lisa Tibbles was 
slated to cover Brown, but Tibbles 
See "Women's hoop," page 23 
Tough losses 
land cagers 
under .500 
By Rorie Pickman 
When you play against a decent 
team on the road, you have to do the 
right things in order to come out 
wit.'1 a victory. 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
This means not getting technical 
fouls when you are up by four with 
less than five minutes remaining in 
the game, ·not throwing the ball 
away when you are down by three 
with less than a minute remaining 
and not fouling the good free throw 
shooters at the end of the game. 
Someone should have informed 
the Ithaca College men's basketball 
team about these victory necessi-
ties. _If they had, maybe the Bomb-
ers would not have fallen to the 
Elmira College Soaring Eagles on 
Tuesday night, 70-65. 
·The game took place at the 
Murray Athletic Center and the 
Bombers did manage to give the 
Soaring Eagles a tough fight How-
ever, the mi~talces they made at 
crunch time.put Elmira on top. 
Both teams were ready for each 
each other from the beginning. They 
were tied at 11 with 16 minutes 
remaining in the half, and from 
there several lead changes took 
place. ThenElmirahitseveral three-
point shots that put them ahead, 27 -· 
18, with nine minutes remaining 
until halftime. 
The Bombers were not going to 
give up without a fight though, and 
with less than two minutes remain-
See "Men's hoop,"page 23 
The best Division III. goalies in America 
Modest Howland 
'kept the team 
together' in 
championship year 
By Jack Michaels 
Beth Howland'soutstanding sea-
son between the pipes for Ithaca 
College's women's soccer team re-
ceived the appropriate reward last 
week when she was named the 
Intercollegiate Soccer Association 
of America's Division III goal-
keeper of the year. 
Howland captained the national 
champion Bombers and this award 
simply capped off another All-
America campaign. Howland, a 1,;___~~:::...i~ ...... ....;;. ........ 
senior psychology major, 
downplayed the individual signifi-
cance of her achievement. 
"I don't consider me, the indi-
vidual, winning the award, butrather 
the entire defensive unit as well as 
thecoaches," Howland said. "I don't 
Special to the Ithacan I Pat Reynolds 
Beth Howland 
set goals for individual awards, it 
just happens that my name goes on 
the award." 
See "Howland," page 24 
~~::tt~~mpact [{ Zf "~ 
-as freshman ,_ · .~ _.._ 
By Marc J. Dovi _ ;}.: :\·.;\. 
Upon entering college, many :<:--; ··.-;· 
freshmen want to make some new '{ ;, · · ::_-, , 
friends,dowellinclassesandmaybe ·:.', :-", ·· · _:~\ 
even continue playing a sport they ,, < , · ·. _ '- . · · · 
enjoyed in high school. Few, ifany, ~, · · '. ·· , ·: : 
expect to make an immediate im- e . : ;·, ,,:.· · 
pact on their respective teams. (.\ · > ·--
Zac Shaw was one of those typi-
cal freshmen four years ago. Little 
did he realize that his presence on 
thelthacaCollegemen'ssoccertearn 
would lift the team to national 
prominence. 
He now holds three Ithaca Col-
lege records and was recently 
named first team All America and 
Division III goalie of the year. 
.Looking back on his career, Shaw 
admits those awards never seemed 
Special to the Ithacan / Pat Reynolds 
ZacShaw 
possible. 
Shaw, a tall, lanky, quiet fresh-
man with a shock of blond hair, 
stepped right into the spotlight He 
earned the starting position in goal 
See "Shaw," page 24 
